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EDITOR’S NOTE || By Nicole Krawcke

Engineers must do their part to

protect the environment

Sustainable, green buildings are the future.

Contact Nicole

Exactly 16 years to the day after Hurricane Katrina slammed New Orleans leaving 1,800 people dead, Hurricane

Ida made landfall as a Category 4 hurricane with 150 mph winds. As I write this column, more than 1 million

Louisiana residents are without power, including all of New Orleans, and at least one person has died,

according to multiple news outlets. Since making landfall, Ida has been downgraded to a tropical storm, but has

still left a signi�cant amount of damage in its wake. According to the Associated Press, Ida is tied for the �fth-

strongest hurricane to ever hit the U.S. mainland.

This storm is just the latest in what the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has forecast

will be a busier-than-average season. It forecasts between 15 and 21 named storms, and three to �ve of those

becoming major hurricanes. The rapid way Ida intensi�ed has raised more questions of how climate change is

a�ecting hurricanes. Most scientists agree on one main thing — global warming is changing storms. According

to the New York Times, scientists say the unusually warm surface temperatures of the Atlantic Ocean have

helped increase storm activity and strength because warmer waters provide more energy that increase both

winds and rain. Warmer temperatures also create slower moving, wider-ranging storms.

According to the United Nations, 2019 was the second warmest year on record at the end of the warmest

decade (2010-2019) every recorded. Additionally, carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas levels were 18%

higher from 2015 to 2019 than the previous �ve years, according to the World Meteorological Organization’s

Global Climate 2015-2019 report. Evidence of climate change is a�ecting every country on every continent,

disrupting economies as well as causing changing weather patterns, rising sea levels and more extreme

weather events.

Plumbing and mechanical engineers know the HVAC system is the largest energy consumer inside of a

building. And many are doing their part to design highly e�cient — sometimes net zero —buildings. Our 2021

Plumbing Engineer of the Year is one such person.

Just one conversation with John Lansing, CPD, LEED Green Associate, plumbing designer for PAE Consulting

Engineers in its Portland, Oregon, location, and you know he is passionate about sustainability and

decarbonizing the commercial building sector. One of the things that prompted his cross country move from

Virginia to Portland was the number of sustainable and green energy projects in the Northwest. That, and the

natural environment. 

“There’s some really radical stuff going on in the Northwest, and just on the West Coast in general,” Lansing

notes. “For example, the big one that really impacts plumbing is the movement toward eliminating natural gas in

new buildings. For the most part, new construction in Seattle and a lot of cities in California cannot have natural

gas. It’s something we really have to tackle in the plumbing industry because natural gas is incredibly inefficient.

It's very carbon intensive and it poses a risk — it really has no place at a 21st century building. There are highly

efficient technologies available — like heat pump water heaters and CO2 heat pumps. HVAC kind of moved past

natural gas quite a while ago.”

Lansing says he tells every new client about how natural gas is responsible for almost all direct carbon

emissions from a building, then lays down a plan to eliminate it altogether, showing the client a huge cost-

savings.

“I’ve been really surprised at how much support I’ve gotten from clients because doing an all-electric building —

which is kind of an international movement right now — really boosts the value of the project,” he says. “It also

shows our clients that we’re not only interested in helping them produce a decarbonized building, we’re also

looking to bring down their costs as well. When it's an overall better technology from an energy and a carbon

perspective, once the price comes within a somewhat close range, people are very interested — everyone

wants a green building in the end when you can pencil it in within their budget.”

Read more about Lansing and why he’s PM Engineer’s 2021 Plumbing Engineer of the Year here.

Engineers have a responsibility to design safe, energy efficient buildings to help ensure our resources are not

depleted for future generations. They must also think about resiliency when designing new buildings or

upgrading existing ones. There’s no question, the U.S. is seeing more frequent, stronger storms, which in turn,

lead to more frequent flooding and other damages. We’ve seen heat waves, droughts, and now, we’re also

seeing larger, more devastating wildfires on the West Coast every year.

Last month, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released the first portion of its Sixth

Assessment Report on how climate change is altering the planet’s natural systems and worsening extreme

weather events around the world. The news, you won’t be surprised to hear, is not good. The report states:

“Global surface temperature will continue to increase until at least the mid-century under all emissions scenarios

considered. Global warming of 1.5° C and 2° C will be exceeded during the 21st century unless deep reductions

in carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gas emissions occur in the coming decades.”

Under all emissions scenarios considered. Let that sit for a minute. Unless we start cutting back our greenhouse

gas emissions, global warming is going to further intensify these natural disaster events. Engineers are uniquely

situated to make a difference in this fight. Talking to every client about renewable energy systems and their

advantages is imperative. Finding ways to cut costs to make these technologies attractive to your clients, much

like Lansing has done, can help reduce emissions, and save the Earth. Now, who wouldn’t want to tell their kids

(or nieces or nephews) they helped save the world, one building at a time?

Global warming has caused more frequent and violent storms, leaving widespread destruction in their wake.

CHUYN/E+ via Getty Images.
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MOVERS AND SHAKERS

 People News

CO X E KO LAW I L L I A M S

The American Fire Sprinkler Association announced Scott Cox, co-owner and president of Cox Fire Protection,

Tampa, Florida, was elected by his peers as recipient of AFSA's 2021 Young Professional of the Year award for

educating, leading and encouraging the next generation of fire sprinkler industry leaders. The award highlights the

efforts of a young and talented fire protection professional who is under 40 and demonstrates exemplary technical,

professional and inclusive leadership skills, not only in their own businesses, but also at a national level.

Growing up in the fire protection field has given Cox insight and a unique perspective on the need to attract new

workers into the fire sprinkler industry, AFSA noted. He promotes the industry to young professionals as an attractive

and attainable option. He works to innovate and grow his company in ways that both challenge his employees and

offer opportunities for new hires to gain invaluable experience and train up as the next generation of fire sprinkler

contractors, AFSA added.

For example, over the past two years, Cox and his development team have built a fully functioning lab on Cox Fire's

property in Tampa to offer new hires hands-on opportunities with various types of fire protection systems before they

deal with those systems in the field. The lab is also used as an awareness and training resource to property owners,

property managers, architects, engineers and local authorities having jurisdiction.

In 2014, Cox launched a NextGen program with his local Associated Builder and Contractors  chapter, designed to be

a leadership and mentor track for young professionals in the fire sprinkler industry. The program was a success and is

still going strong. Cox also prioritized jumpstarting AFSA's NextGen within the AFSA Florida chapter and serves on

the AFSA National NextGen Workgroup, where he helps shape national programming, including the annual NextGen

Day at AFSA's annual convention and quarterly webinar training.

Cox will be presented with the award during the general session at AFSA40: Convention, Exhibition & Apprentice

Competition, to be held Sept. 18-21 at the JW Marriott San Antonio Hill Country Resort & Spa near San Antonio, Texas.

T&S Brass and Bronze Works, a manufacturer of commercial plumbing equipment, has hired Michael Williams

as its new operations manager.

Williams, a manufacturing leader with more than two decades of experience, will manage the operations for

the assembly and packaging of the 6,000 finished plumbing products produced every year at the T&S

headquarters in Travelers Rest, South Carolina.

“Mike has a great track record of improving operations wherever he goes, and we’re excited to bring his

expertise to bear for T&S as well,” said Clay White, vice president of global manufacturing for T&S. “We’re very

proud of a culture of safety and employee engagement in our plant, and Mike brings a commitment to

improving our operations even further, allowing us to continue to deliver the kind of quality and customer

satisfaction that T&S is known for.

Williams is a member of the South Carolina Manufacturing Extension Partnership  and the Association for

Manufacturing Excellence (AME). A veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps Reserves, Williams has served multiple

combat tours.

Williams is taking over as operations manager from the retiring Gary Cole.

Environmental engineering and construction firm Brown and Caldwell announced Tracy Ekola has joined the

company as vice president and senior director of client services for the Midwest region. The strategic hire

highlights the firm’s continued expansion to better serve clients in the Midwest’s municipal and private water,

wastewater and stormwater sector.

Ekola brings an impressive 28-year environmental engineering and construction background with a record of

effective business growth and project team leadership in the upper Midwest, Brown and Caldwell noted. She

has held executive/regional leadership roles and served as a design-build board member in past

organizations. Using her design, project management, environmental permitting, planning and construction

inspection and administration expertise, Ekola has led numerous high-profile environmental projects at

municipal and industrial water and wastewater treatment facilities, the firm added.

Based in Saint Paul, Minnesota, Ekola will have operational responsibilities for Brown and Caldwell’s

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri and Illinois operations. She will align municipal and private clients with

the firm’s innovative, cost-effective technical solutions to solve the region’s most complex water-related and

environmental challenges. She is a licensed professional engineer in 11 states.

DO NA L D KAM I NSK IA NDE R SO N

The American Society of Civil Engineers announced Victor “Vic” Donald, P.E., M. ASCE, has been selected as

the 2021 winner of the Professional Practice Ethics and Leadership award for “his superior ethics, innovative

spirit, and love of learning and leadership that has shaped and forever changed the engineering profession.”

This annual award is bestowed on one professional engineer annually through a joint award between the

Geoprofessional Business Association and ASCE.

As national director of the Geotechnical service line and a senior principal with Terracon, Donald has a long

history as leader and ambassador for ethics in professional practice in the AEC industry, and has regularly

shared his experience and insights through professional association programs.

“Vic Donald’s engineering career has been distinguished not only by his technical excellence, but by his

personal and professional integrity. He embodies our company’s principles of business conduct and ethics,

bringing a strong ethical commitment to his role as a Terracon leader, his work with our clients, and as a

mentor to our young engineers and emerging leaders,” said Gayle Packer, Terracon chair, president, and CEO.

Donald will be presented with an award and honorarium, and will be recognized at GBA’s 2021 fall conference

to be held Oct. 21-23 at the Westin Lake Las Vegas Resort and Spa. He will also be recognized at a future

ASCE event.

The International Code Council announced Richard Anderson will join the organization as a director of

plumbing, mechanical, and fuel gas (PMG) resources in the government relations department. As part of

his responsibilities, Anderson will work with the Code Council’s team of experts to develop, coordinate,

and implement PMG programs and services related to the International Codes (I-Codes). “Building codes

and standards create an ecosystem of building policies that ensure the safety of our buildings and

safeguard the health and wellbeing of building occupants,” said Dominic Sims, CBO and CEO of ICC. “As

topics such as water and energy efficiency become greater concerns for communities, we understand the

importance of having a proven leader like Richard Anderson join our team to provide his expertise and

insights as a knowledgeable voice in this space.”

With 23 years of building safety and PMG experience, most recently Anderson represented the City of

Fort Collins (Colorado) as a chief building official where he oversaw the enforcement of all building codes

for the city.

Hansgrohe USA recently hired Robert Kaminski as president. Kaminski comes to the United States after

10 years with the Hansgrohe Group. He leads a talented team of more than 250 employees with a

passion for creating captivating experiences with water, the manufacturer noted.

Before coming to the U.S., Kaminski held positions at the Hansgrohe Group as head of sales for northern

and eastern Europe, and as vice president of sales for North America, a role he continues to hold. He

brings a unique perspective to the market after spending recent years at the company's headquarters in

the Black Forest, and previously managing Hansgrohe Poland as president. Kaminski's long history of

sales and marketing excellence includes implementing strategies that produced record sales for the

brand in Poland, the company noted. Before joining the Hansgrohe team, Kaminski held key positions

with Philips Consumer Electronics, Sony Corp. and Haier.

Kaminski is enthusiastic about the opportunity to grow the AXOR and Hansgrohe brands in the United

States. “Our mission continues — to enhance people's lives with water,” Kaminski said. “We are doing this

every day. However, our goal is to grow this market exponentially in the coming years with extensive

product collections and more brand awareness. The U.S. is one of Hansgrohe’s most important markets,

and one of our goals is to build on our current success to become one of the top-selling subsidiaries

outside Germany. We want as many people in the U.S., as possible, to experience water with Hansgrohe.

We truly offer performance you can feel.”

K I L E Y B A R A NUK

Tanless gas water heater manufacturer Rinnai America Corp. announced Shelley Kiley has joined the

organization as its vice president of operations. Kiley’s extensive knowledge, will help Rinnai continue to

grow and expand manufacturing capabilities in North America, including overseeing the completion of its

new manufacturing plant in Griffin, Georgia, the company explained. In addition, Kiley has assumed

responsibility over all functional areas in manufacturing, supply chain, distribution and logistics.  “I am

very excited to join Rinnai America and look forward to leading the operations team as we continue to

drive operational excellence and expand our manufacturing capability in North America,” Kiley said. “I

look forward to supporting Rinnai, delivering on our promise of 'Creating a Healthier Way of Living,' as

well as spearheading the operational initiatives that will continue to drive growth.”

Kiley has cultivated deep experience throughout a 30-year career, having most recently spent three years

leading a team of 650 within the supply chain and global operation strategy teams at Larson-Juhl. Prior to

that, Kiley had a distinguished 11-year tenure with Moen, where she rapidly progressed from plant

manager to holding several executive leadership roles, including vice president of global supply chain

and manufacturing, where she led 2,000 employees.

Matthew Baranuk has joined Watts as product specialist for backflow preventers and risers. He supports

strategy execution for Watts, Ames, and FEBCO brand Backflow Preventer and Riser products. He also

provides training, technical support and oversight of new product development and launches.

 CompanyNew

The Terracon Foundation announced the awarding of $70,950 in grants and scholarships. The Terracon

Foundation was established as the community investment arm of Terracon with a goal to reach out and

become a real part of the lives of company employees and the communities where we live and work.

“Terracon is pleased to support the next generation of students at six universities as they pursue research and

develop professional relationships,” said Scott Kolodziej, P.G., chair of the Terracon Foundation and

environmental department manager in the company’s Dallas o�ce. “We are also supporting communities

throughout the country where our clients and employee-owners live and work. Each grant was championed by

a Terracon employee who is actively involved in the organization or university.”

As part of an ongoing e�ort to support higher education, the Terracon Foundation presents university grants

for scholarships, fellowships and programs in the areas of science, technology, engineering and mathematics.

The Water Research Foundation has granted $100,000 to Brown and Caldwell for the project Developing a

Framework for Quantifying Energy Optimization Reporting (5091). The framework developed through this

project will help water and wastewater utilities make informed capital expenditure decisions and increase

con�dence in future energy-e�ciency and emission- reduction projects.

Energy projects are often discretionary and initiated based on projected annual energy savings metrics, Brown

and Caldwell explained. The water industry lacks standard energy savings estimation methods, as well as

measurement and veri�cation approaches and procedures to quantify results. This inconsistency in variables

and data collection can lead to inaccurate estimations and a lack of con�dence in optimistic savings and capital

cost forecasts for energy projects across the One Water cycle, Brown and Caldwell added.

Partly funded by WRF via its Research Priority Program, the 24-month research project will develop a

framework and methodology to scrutinize current pre-project energy savings estimation procedures and

decision-making practices. Led by Brown and Caldwell, the project team includes 25 water and electrical

utilities with established M&V knowledge to ensure reporting is data-driven, e�cient and grounded in utility

experience. Around 35-40 completed energy projects will be analyzed to compare actual economic

performance to the values forecast before project commencement. Several academia and industry associations

are also on the project team.
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NEWS

EN Engineering acquires Spectrum Engineering

EN Engineering, a national engineering, consulting and automation services firm, announced it has acquired

Spectrum Engineering Corp., an engineering firm based in Auburn, Indiana.

With this acquisition, EN Engineering, headquartered in Warrenville, Illinois, will build upon its strong position in

the electric power and gas utility markets with added presence in Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Missouri and other

surrounding states. Spectrum Engineering’s strengths will also add to EN’s growing communications

engineering platform through the addition of Spectrum’s fiber optic, data center and telecom services.

“We are very excited to expand EN’s transmission and substation engineering, protection and controls, and

SCADA services for utilities,” said Steve Knowles, CEO of EN Engineering. “Spectrum Engineering’s solid

reputation for excellence and integrity aligns well with the vision and values we hold at EN. The company will fit

very well with our team and will expand EN’s capabilities, geographic presence, and customer base.”

Throughout the years, Spectrum Engineering has increased its communications engineering design services,

designed relays communicated by fiber optics, and invented an advanced SCADA system called “Utility

Management Sentinel.” Spectrum has a rich history of valuable partnerships, groundbreaking projects, and

recently trained staff to utilize big data and informatics.

“We are excited to become partners with EN Engineering, a top-level engineering firm whose values and

philosophy are very similar to ours,” Specturm Engineering President Scott Bowles said. “We were attracted to

EN for the company culture and the growth platform that we believe will help accelerate our expansion.”

Terracon Foundation announces grant in wake of Haiti hurricane

The Terracon Foundation announced a $5,000 grant to Heart to Heart International (HHI) to provide emergency

health care in the aftermath of the 7.2-magnitude earthquake that occurred Aug. 14 in Haiti.

“Terracon is pleased to support Heart to Heart International in its efforts to provide urgently needed medical

care to those impacted by the devastating earthquake,” said Gayle Packer, Terracon chair, president and CEO.

“We value the opportunity to partner with this incredible organization serving the critical needs of the people of

Haiti.”

“The support from the Terracon Foundation and other partners enables us to rapidly deploy experienced,

dedicated medical teams to disaster-affected areas. Medical needs are vast following a disaster. We are so

grateful to the supporters and partners who enable us to provide vital care so quickly,” said Kim Carroll, CEO,

Heart to Heart International.

Headquartered in Lenexa, Kansas, Heart to Heart International is a global humanitarian organization focused on

improving access to health. Since its inception in 1992, HHI has delivered medical aid and supplies worth $2.2

billion to more than 130 countries, including within the United States. HHI responds to natural disasters both

domestically and internationally by supplying medical relief and mobilizing volunteers. The organization is a

four-star Charity Navigator charity and is on the “Philanthropy 400.” To learn more, visit hearttoheart.org.

PHCC names Ingrao new CEO

The Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors — National Association announced Mark S. Ingrao, CCP, CAE, has

been selected as its new CEO. PHCC CEO Michael Copp will retire from PHCC in December 2021, and Ingrao

o�cially assumes duties as CEO on Oct. 22, during PHCC’s Annual Business Meeting at PHCCCONNECT2021

in Kansas City, Missouri.

Ingrao brings more than 18 years of executive-level association management experience, most recently serving

as CEO of the Northern Virginia Building Industry Association. Prior to that, he was president and CEO of the

Greater Reston Chamber of Commerce. He also has served as principal of Aspen Strategies and vice president

of government a�airs for the National Apartment Association. He began his association career with the

Apartment and O�ce Building Association.

“Mark has a solid record in association management, a keen eye for small business, having served as a local

chamber executive and experience working with construction industry stakeholders,” PHCC President Hunter

Botto said. “We welcome him to our team, con�dent that he will continue to expand the services we o�er our

member contractors, strengthen our industry partnerships, and build a better future for PHCC and the industry.”

Ingrao has been exposed to the building trades his entire life; his father was a carpenter and owned a

construction company specializing in high-rise multifamily and commercial complexes. Prior to his association

positions, he was an associate with the executive recruiting �rm of Heidrick & Struggles, manager of

recruitment for the National Business Development Practice of Arthur Andersen, and held various positions at

Washington Gas.

Ingrao also is active with several professional and community organizations, having served on boards for the

Fairfax County’s Economic Advisory Commission, Reston Hospital Center, Northern Virginia Transportation

Alliance and the University of Mary Washington, among others.

He earned a bachelor's degree in economics from the University of Mary Washington and is a certi�ed

association executive (CAE) and a certi�ed compensation professional (CCP).

“During my recent interactions with PHCC, I have been impressed with the passion of the members and their

vision for the industry,” Ingrao said. “I look forward to working with the member-leadership and sta� to develop

future strategic plans for this well-respected and long-established organization, and building on the terri�c

achievements of the PHCC federation.”

Obituary Sioux Chief’s Mike Stallings

Sioux Chief Director National Sales Michael Stallings died July 28 after a battle with cancer. Family and friends

gathered for a celebration of his life in Stallings’ hometown of Shelby, North Carolina.

Stallings is survived by his wife, Donna, son Matthew, daughters Lisa (Craig), Jessica (Johnathan) and a

grandson, Fin.

Stallings started his career in the plumbing industry in the early 1980s working for Plastic Oddities, holding

various management positions while there. He later formed his own company, Stedco and manufactured a line

of residential drainage items, of which Sioux Chief was a customer.

In the late 1990s when Sioux Chief purchased the assets of Stedco, Stallings took a couple years to pursue

other interests, but his heart and head were always with the plumbing industry. Stallings joined Sioux Chief in

2001 and managed its southeast distribution center. Shortly after, he became the regional sales manager for

the southeast. Stallings advanced into the role of director of national sales for Sioux Chief in 2013 and carried

out that position with great success until his passing.

Stallings was so much more than an average salesperson — distributors and plumbing contractors considered

him more of a friend and consultant, Sioux Chief noted. Stallings always made it a point to show them better,

easier and more e�cient ways to do things, regardless of the sales numbers, the company added.

“To say Mike will be missed is a gross understatement — he is irreplaceable,” Sioux Chief said. “He was loved

by coworkers, customers and competitors alike. All of us will forever bene�t from having known Mike Stallings.”

Uponor sells stake in Phyn

Uponor and Belkin International have signed a share purchase agreement for the sale of Uponor’s shares

in Phyn, a water-sensing and conservation technology company, to Belkin. Phyn was founded in 2016 as a

joint venture between Uponor and Belkin, with both owning 50% of the company. The parties have agreed

not to disclose the purchase price. Uponor booked an impairment on Phyn’s valuation in its Q2 results.

“These five years have proven that Phyn is on the right path with its water leakage detection technology,

yet market adoption has not reached the targeted levels,” said Jyri Luomakoski, president and CEO of

Uponor Corp. “Uponor has not been able to leverage its strong presence in the wholesale channel

optimally. Having only limited synergies with our building solutions businesses, we have decided to sell

our stake in Phyn to Belkin.”

IPEX to open North Carolina plant

IPEX announced a major investment in a new state-of-the-art injection molding plant to be built in

Pineville, North Carolina. The new facility will encompass Industry 4.0, including artificial intelligence, and

will significantly increase the company’s ability to manufacture fittings for plumbing, electrical, industrial

and municipal applications.

The nearly 200,000-square-foot manufacturing facility is being custom designed and built, and will

become the technological flagship for the company’s operations and one of the most advanced plastics

manufacturing facilities in the industry, IPEX pointed out. The plant’s flexible automation capabilities will

enable total automation for all facets of sorting, labelling, counting, packing and assembly, it added.

To ensure world-class safety results from day one, the facility will incorporate industry-leading health and

safety best practices, IPEX said. The plant’s automation capabilities will eliminate the majority of manual

repetitive processes and tasks, and the production floor will be forklift-free, with vehicles auto-guided by

artificial intelligence, increasing plant safety. Also, with sustainability in mind, the plant will be fully climate-

controlled, use energy-efficient lighting, and high-efficiency machines to reduce the use of both electricity

and water.

Given the importance that IPEX places on innovating to create new products and ideas to fulfil customer

needs, the plant layout will also provide IPEX with space for testing and prototyping a great number of new

products already in development, the manufacturer noted.

This new facility will increase production capacity substantially and will provide new career and job

opportunities, with the expectation to hire more than 150 people from the local area. The plant’s use of

Industry 4.0 will increase the need for supervisory, technical and quality control positions, IPEX added.

“This new plant is an exciting endeavor for IPEX, our customers, employees and the surrounding

community. It is an integral part of our continued growth plans in North America,” said Alex Mestres, IPEX

CEO. “This level of investment in new technologies, cloud connectivity and flexible automation will make

this plant a learning showcase for the rest of our operations and will allow us to better serve our

customers with added flexibility, response time and innovative products.”

Construction of IPEX’s groundbreaking facility is expected to be finalized in late 2022 with full operations

expected to start in early 2023. Once the project is completed, the Pineville site, which includes an

existing molding facility, will be home to nearly 100 injection-molding machines, IPEX’s biggest molding

complex.

IPEX has announced significant expansion plans this year. The Pineville manufacturing plant is the

company’s fourth new facility announcement in 2021, following three new distribution centers in Garland,

Texas in the U.S., and in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, in Canada.
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Water chemistry
A new promising standard, ASHRAE 514 will regulate the

quality of water.

Contact Julius

CODES || By Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE

During the last few months, I have heard a number of debates about the use of the term “potable water” versus

“drinking water.” What has been interesting is everyone actively involved in the plumbing profession insists on

using the term “potable water.” While others think that “drinking water” is more understood by the general public.

To date, potable water has won out. Being a purest, I have supported the use of the term potable water, which in

the plumbing profession is drinking water. The plumbing codes have defined potable water as water safe to drink.

I was curious as to the origins of the term potable, so I did some checking on word origins. Apparently, the word

potable dates back to the 1500s. It has Latin origins: pōtābilis means drinkable. Also, in Latin pōtā(re) means to

drink. This reminded me how my mother always thought that I should take Latin so I would do better in English. I

always told her that Latin is a dead language and why waste my time. Maybe she was right.

The discussion on potable water relates to a number of standards that are currently being developed or updated.

IAPMO has a new manual being established on the standard practice for opening and closing buildings. During

the pandemic, there were many buildings that shut down for months. Thus, the plumbing systems sat unused for

a long period of time. When employees are called back would the water be potable?

The IAPMO document is entitled, “The Manual of Recommended Practice.” The manual is being developed

through the consensus process; however, it is not intended to be a standard. The manual will be a wonderful

document that plumbing engineers can use to assist their clients. It can also be used to answer questions that

building owners may have regarding the use of their building.

In addition to requirements on potable water systems, the manual also has provisions for non-potable water

systems and hydronic systems. The information on cooling towers and Legionella is also very good.

You can review the draft of the manual by downloading it from the IAPMO website, www.iapmo.org.

While ASHRAE 514 sounds very promising,

which it is, the standard will not be

published for at least another two years.

That it how long the consensus process

takes with such a complex standard.

The standards that regulate certain aspects of the quality of potable water are NSF 60, NSF 61 and ASHRAE

514. NSF 60 and 61 have been a part of the plumbing profession for more than 30 years. Plumbing engineers

have long been requiring compliance with NSF 61 for any material used in potable water systems. NSF 60 is

the standard that lists the products that can be directly added to the potable water system, namely, chemicals

used to maintain the potability of the water.

Many have considered NSF 60 to be a standard used by municipal water treatment facilities. With an increased

use of local or building water treatment systems, NSF 60 comes into play. There are a number of treatment

systems that add chemicals directly to the potable water system. The chemicals and the dosage need to be in

compliance with NSF 60.

I encountered a recent building treatment system with chemicals being added. The chemicals being provided

were not listed in NSF 60. Furthermore, upon investigation, the company supplying the chemicals didn’t even

know that NSF 60 existed. I considered this dangerous, since third-party certi�cation to a consensus standard

assures us that the use of the chemicals is safe.

The other NSF standard, NSF 61, has become debatable for hot water applications. There are some in the

profession who believe hot water is not used for drinking water. I will not debate that issue, other than to say

that many plumbing codes, including the International Plumbing Code and the Uniform Plumbing Code, require

hot water piping materials to comply with NSF 61.

One of the issues recently raised has been the application of NSF 61 for materials used in hot water

recirculation systems. NSF 61 is actually based on a single pass through the piping. With a recirculation system,

the water passes through the piping many times. The engineering community needs to realize that this

application has not been addressed yet.

The last standard mentioned is ASHRAE 514. This standard is currently under development. There was recently

an advisory draft posted for review by ASHRAE. This resulted in many comments to the draft.

ASHRAE 514 is identi�ed as a new standard to regulate the quality of water. It started as an o�shoot of ASHRAE

188. As most engineers will recognize, ASHRAE 188 is the standard on Legionella. The problem that has arisen

with ASHRAE 188 is many consider the standard to be a risk management standard. As a result, many

engineers view it as a document for building owners to use, not the engineering profession. Of course,

engineers are always involved in doing risk management as a part of their evaluation of building systems.

Hence, the standard can be used by engineers. It merely becomes di�cult to reference the standard in the

plumbing codes.

ASHRAE 514 will contain provisions for Legionella prevention, but it will also include provisions for other

possible contaminants that can be present in the potable water system. Again, the debate between potable

water and drinking water. Rather than being identi�ed as a risk management standard, ASHRAE 514 will be

identi�ed as a standard that can be adopted and enforced through the plumbing codes.

While ASHRAE 514 sounds very promising, which it is, the standard will not be published for at least another

two years. That it how long the consensus process takes with such a complex standard.

Having been a member of SSP 514, the committee developing ASHRAE 514, I can report that the progress has

been excellent. While I may not agree with some of the provisions, that is a part of the consensus process. You

add your comments, but listen to others. In the end, the document will contain very good provisions that the

engineering profession can use.

Protection of potable water has always been the most important aspect of a plumbing code. That level of

protection is constantly being reviewed, with many new requirements being developed to guarantee the safety

of potable (not drinking) water.

vgajic/E+ via Getty Images.

The views expressed here are strictly those of the author and do not necessarily represent PM Engineer or BNP Media.

Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE, is president of J.B. Engineering and Code Consulting , P.C . in Munster, Indiana. He can be
reached at by email  at jbengineer@aol.com.
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Pellet boiler meets modern hydronics
Part one of a new series on modern hydronics. Contact John

RENEWABLE HEATING DESIGN || By John Siegenthaler, P.E.

Over the last several years, I’ve been reviewing submittals for proposed heating systems using pellet-fired

boilers. The submittals come from heating professionals ranging from contractors to professional engineers.

They’re required for a state incentive program that offers significant rebates to encourage growth of the biomass

heating market.

My task is to review the proposed systems for technical details and flag possible issues for clarification or

redesign before thousands of dollars of hardware gets installed incorrectly.

One trend I’ve noticed is designers who have little — if any — experience with pellet boilers treat them as simply a

“box” that burns pellets and makes hot water. They want to set that new “box” next to an existing oil-fired or

propane-fired boiler, and just “cut it into” the existing distribution system.

Although this sounds simple, imagine if the same logic were applied to installing a Ferrari racing engine in a

1960s vintage pick-up truck. You probably wouldn’t expect that combination to win the next Formula 1 race. In the

same manner, the performance of a modern pellet-fired boiler can be severely hindered if it’s paired to a system

that was never designed for such an “engine.”

Beyond the boiler

Many of the designs I receive don’t take advantage of what modern hydronics technology offers. It’s rare that a

submittal comes in showing concepts such as hydraulic separation, variable speed pumping, low temperature

distribution systems, outdoor reset control or variable speed injection mixing.

I’m not suggesting that all systems using pellet-fired boilers need to use all these details. Still, many of these

systems could be improved using even one these strategies. Why not take opportunity to deliver superior

comfort, peak thermal efficiency, low emissions and long system life instead of just installing a box that burns

pellets and makes hot water? Think system, not just boiler.

I want to demonstrate this by presenting one way to modify an existing system to work with a pellet-fired boiler.

Seasoned but salvageable

The existing system is in an old farmhouse in rural upstate New York. It consists of an oil-fired, cast-iron boiler

serving two zones of fin-tube baseboard. The cast-iron boiler was replaced about 10 years ago and appears to be

in good shape, with plenty of remaining service life. Despite that fact that insulation has been added to the

house, the owner stresses that there are still several “cold spots,” including the kitchen floor, two bedrooms at the

end of the series circuit, and a bathroom.

Figure 1 shows the existing system.

Figure 1

E NLA R G E

The pellet boiler and its associated thermal storage tank, which will be integrated into the system, can be thought

of as one subassembly, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

E NLA R G E

One of the key components in this subassembly is the “loading unit.” It provides flow between the pellet boiler

and thermal storage tank. It also contains a high flow capacity thermostatic mixing valve, and a simple swing

check mechanism. The purpose of the thermostatic mixing valve is to prevent sustained flue gas condensation

within the boiler. It does this by recirculating water leaving the boiler back into the boiler until that inlet

temperature reaches about 130° F. At that point, the thermostatic valve acts like a “thermal clutch” to gradually

allow hot water flow to the thermal storage tank and cooler water into the cool port of the loading unit. The swing

check mechanism allows thermosiphon flow between the boiler and thermal storage tank should a power outage

occur while pellets are burning in the boiler. This provides a “graceful” way to dissipate residual heat from the

pellet boiler during such an outage without causing the pressure relief valve to open.

The pellet boiler is turned on and off based solely on the two temperature sensors in the thermal storage tank.

When the temperature at the upper sensor location (S1) drops to some target value (which could be based on a

setpoint or outdoor reset), the pellet boiler and loading unit are turned on. They continue to operate until some

other temperature is achieved at the lower temperature sensor (S2) — regardless of any demand from the heating

zones. A typical “pellet boiler off” temperature at the lower sensor would by 170° to 175°. This control action

increases the firing time of the pellet boiler, which improves combustion efficiency and lowers particulate

emissions.

The new subassembly also includes a larger expansion tank to accommodate the added volume of the thermal

storage tank.

A differential pressure valve, set for an opening pressure of 1 to 1.5 psi is installed between the pellet boiler and

thermal storage tank. It serves two purposes: First, preventing flow returning from the load from passing through

the pellet boiler when it and the loading unit circulator are off. And secondly, preventing reverse thermosiphoning

from the thermal storage tank through the cooler piping connected to it. A normally open zone valve provides a

bypass around this valve in the event of a power failure, and thus enables forward thermosiphon flow between

the boiler and thermal storage tank.

Purposely placed panels

One of the simplest approaches to adding heat emitters to a system to eliminate “cold spots” is to create one or

more homerun distribution systems leading to panel radiators, each equipped with a thermostatic radiator valve

(TRV). Figure 3 shows how the original two-zone system could be modified to include two manifold stations for

this purpose.

Figure 3

E NLA R G E

The original two zone circulators have been replaced by a two variable speed ECM circulators.  Each circulator is

set to constant differential pressure mode at a value that can sustain an adequate flow rate through the

baseboard circuits. A manifold station has be piped in parallel with each existing baseboard circuit. The manifold

stations shown allow for two homerun circuits each, with provisions of at least one additional future circuit. I

always recommend that manifolds for homerun distribution systems have at least one extra connection. It’s a lot

easier than replacing the manifold station or rigging up some messy workaround if another circuit needs to be

added in the future. The number of ports on the manifold stations could certainly be increased to accommodate

more radiators, or perhaps more ambitious expansion of the system.

When a zone thermostat calls for heat, its associated ECM circulator turns on. Flow passes through the original

baseboard piping, as well as any homerun circuit with a partially open or fully open TRV. The additional surface

area provided by the panel radiators increases the heat output of each zone.  The TRVs on each radiator help

“steer” that heat output where it’s needed. They also protect their respective areas for overheating based on the

knob setting of each TRV. The new circulators automatically adjust speed as the TRVs adjust flow through the

panel radiators.

If necessary, the inline valve within the purging valve of a baseboard circuit can be slightly closed to change the

flow proportions between the original circuit and the new manifold station. The valves integrated into the

manifold stations and/or the valves built into the panel radiators can also be used for balancing.

Putting It All Together:

Figure 4 shows a full schematic for the system.

Figure 4

E NLA R G E

When a zone thermostat calls, heat from the pellet boiler or the thermal storage tank is “shuttled” into the

distribution system by a variable speed injection circulator (P2). The control objective is to maintain some target

supply water temperature at sensor S3 based on outdoor reset control. If that temperature cannot be maintained,

the existing (now auxiliary) boiler operates along with its associated circulator (P3).

By connecting the pellet boiler subassembly upstream of the auxiliary boiler, the thermal storage tank can be

“drained” to a temperature where it can no longer contribute heat to the distribution system.

It’s important to ensure that heat supplied by the auxiliary boiler doesn’t end up in the thermal storage tank. I’ll

show you a simple way to do that in next month’s column.

John Siegenthaler , P.E., is a consulting engineer and principal of  Appropriate Designs, in Holland Patent , New York. In partnership
with HeatSpring, he has developed several online courses that provide in-depth design- level training in modern hydronic systems,

air-to-water heat pumps and biomass boiler systems. Additional information and resources for hydronic system design are available
on Siegenthaler's website at www.hydronicpros.com.
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Contact Ethan

One bidet at a time
Bidets o�er many bene�ts in being “hands-free.”

WATER COOLER CONVERSATIONS || By Ethan Grossman, P.E., CPD

“One day at a time” is a phrase people use to instill a sense of patience during times of change. It helps

someone focus on the moment at hand and do what they can right now. We may have a vision of how we

would like things to change, but if our expectations are unrealistic, the pace of change can be daunting and

feel frustrating. Introducing new engineering technology or even a new type of plumbing �xture is no di�erent.

Take the bidet for instance.

Bidets are a di�erent type of plumbing �xture that have gained popularity in recent years, partly due to our

proclivity to hoard toilet paper. A bidet is an auxiliary plumbing �xture that directs a gentle spray of water at a

person’s underside, cleaning the perineum (area between the scrotum and anus). Bidets were originally

invented as a standalone �xture, in the days of chamber pots and before water closets had been invented.

Before the advent of modern plumbing, frequent bathing was not common so it made sense to have a �xture

that would wash your posterior after using the bathroom.

The origin of the word “bidet” actually means “pony” in French. If you imagine sitting on a pony you can

visualize how a stand-alone bidet works. The more common style of bidet in recent years is the bidet type toilet

seat which is an alternative to a traditional toilet seat that includes the added functionality of cleaning your

posterior and anterior areas.

To be honest, I’ve never used a bidet or bidet seat myself. I could not even tell you if they work well. As a

plumbing engineer, I just happen to be curious about them. I’ve seen a handful of plumbing products

developed over the years and I know there is usually a period of healthy skepticism before things get fully

adopted.

“Perhaps the most surprising result

from the research was learning the

significance of the wet tensile

strength of toilet paper.”

Points and counterpoints

From what I’ve heard, people were skeptical when the Energy Policy Act of 1992 was signed into law. This law

mandated toilets �ush 1.6 gpf instead of the previous 3.5 gpf. Some of the concerns were toilet bowls would

not get cleaned properly and there could be issues with drain carry. Professional organizations banded

together to form the Plumbing E�ciency Research Coalition (PERC), and a technical committee raised funds to

actually study the drain carry of low �ow �xtures. This is an example of professionals performing empirical

research to inform us, the engineering community.

One of their �ndings regarding drain carry was the e�ect of toilet paper. A quote from the article on PHCPPros

on the history of plumbing e�ciency states: “Perhaps the most surprising result from the research was learning

the signi�cance of the wet tensile strength of toilet paper.”

We all have come to understand that toilets were engineered to clean themselves using less water. Other

professionals responded, like PERC, to help understand the e�ects on the whole plumbing system. A question

in my mind is: What if toilet paper was less of a factor? One of the claims of bidet style toilet seats is toilet paper

is not required. A reduction in the use of toilet paper and adding wet wipes to our sewage system could help

reduce blockages and costs at treatment plants.

A natural counter idea is that bidet seats use more water than water closets, so it defeats the purpose to

employ a bidet for water conservation. The challenge to our way of living might be: By using a bidet style seat

people’s habits would change, and they would shower and bath less. Ultimately, I think it comes down to what

people want. Our jobs as engineers is to understand di�erent technologies and to be able to help people

make informed decisions.

As toilet paper became scarce, the interest in bidet toilet seats increased. My guess is that there is a segment

of the population that would pay luxury prices to keep their bottoms clean. The way markets tend to respond to

demand, bidet toilet seats are now commonly available to the public at retail outlets. Aside from the payback

economics to go paperless, and some assurance that your hygienic routine would not be disrupted, the

manufacturers of bidet toilet seats point out the advantages of not having to rub a dried slurry made out of tree

bark on your bottom.

One of the most compelling advantages to me is for people with reduced mobility. If someone’s mobility is

limited due to age, an accident, or some other issue a bidet toilet seat can help people maintain their own

independence and dignity. I wouldn’t be surprised if they are popular with elderly people for this very reason.

Another claim of the bene�ts is the cleaning action is more gentle on skin that may be sensitive due to medical

ailments such as hemorrhoids or constipation. The fact that bidets are hands-free may also limit infections such

as urinary tract infections common in the elderly.

Bidets are not required by code, but some codes do have sections that address their installation. If you ever

come across the opportunity to specify a bidet, you should pay particular attention to design it with proper

back�ow and water temperature. That is one area of the body you would not want anyone to experience

scalding. As with the implementation of any plumbing �xture, public safety is the highest priority.

By no means should we make change just for the sake of change. If we, as engineers, understand the true

merits of a product, we should be willing to give our clients and informed choice. Change typically happens

incrementally. Even when we can visualize a better scenario, the steps it takes to get to the end goal happen

just one step at a time. Just like life, we live it one day at a time, and before long, we look back in amazement

at how far we have come.

Photo courtesy of Fluidmaster.

Ethan Grossman, P.E., CPD, is the plumbing and f ire protection discipl ine leader at Smith Group ’s Boston off ice. He can be reached
by email  at ethan.grossman@smithgroup.com.
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Designing strategy: Why your company
needs a CSO
Part 1 in a new series.

Contact Christoph

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE ||

By Christoph Lohr, P.E., CPD, ASSE 6020, LEED AP

BD+C

Of all the topics I’ve covered in my column, strategy is the one to which I keep coming back. Astute readers

might be asking at this point, “Why?” Especially when we hear so often that “culture eats strategy for

breakfast,” and other axioms that denigrate strategy. Why does Christoph keep on writing about this “outdated”

topic more than others?

Even though strategy is not “fashionable” at the moment, the truth is it’s needed more now than ever: eBay,

Kodak, Blockbuster, etc. all failed due to poor strategy. Harvard Business Review has found that 95% of

employees don’t understand their company’s strategy, nor how they �t in. Gallup found 7 out of 10 employees

are struggling this year “post-pandemic.” These things are not unrelated; in fact, they are related because of

bad strategy. Bad strategy leads to over-committing to work, poor decisions and to overworking of sta�.

Culture is certainly important. A good culture can overcome bad strategy for short periods of time, but that

misses the point: What if your strategy and culture were aligned and both were good? The results would likely

be… phenomenal. Even better, what if your strategy developed the culture? Shouldn’t some intentional

decision and execution be made in regard to strategy? Isn’t culture, in large part, developed by the people of

the organization? And aren’t the people in the organization typically recruited and hired? And if they are

recruited and hired, what is the process of interviewing them? Is the interview process haphazard or is it

intentional? Does the process (and its outcomes) align with the goals of the organization? Does this process

align consistently in the strategy of the �rm?

Hopefully you can see the picture I am painting — strategy, when done correctly, is not something that is done

just once a year. It never ends, because strategy also includes execution — yearly, monthly, daily and hourly.

That takes discipline, but also �exibility in knowing when to take the path of least resistance as circumstances

change.

It takes a systems approach, meaning someone needs to be responsible for that work. That person could be

the CEO at small �rms, but as the organization grows and as the pace of business speeds up, the CEO

becomes focused on making sure organization is also focused, plans are being executed and ensuring

strategic development becomes continuous. When that happens, the CEO needs an executive at hand to share

the load. Hence, a CSO — chief strategy o�cer — role, or even strategy department, is needed as

organizations get larger. The very large risk in not having this kind of person or team is to become aimless, as

the question “Does this align?” can often be forgotten.

There is another bene�t of having a CSO or strategy department — to better react and innovate to a changing

business landscape. This concept, emergent strategy,¬ requires someone continually look at medium- to long-

term priorities to make sure the organization isn’t losing its way. It also requires the strategic planning process

is continually ongoing to ensure the organization pivots intentionally (with full-bore focus) on business

opportunities that emerge. Does the company make the intentional decision to go after the new opportunity

while saying no to its original goal? What does that look like? What does the business environment seem to be

revealing?

Two giants in strategy development said it well:

“Strategies emerge as people, sometimes acting individually but more often collectively, come to learn

about a situation as well as their organization's capabilities of dealing with it. Eventually they converge

on patterns of behavior that work,” said Henry Mintzberg, author of “Strategy Safari.”

“Very often, when a company is trying to implement a deliberate strategy, they’re focused on their

[original] goal. On the right and on the left, there are emergent opportunities that they don’t even see

because they’re so focused on the original goal. If you’re in a mode of emergent strategy, yes, you

have to go after something in a deliberate way. But you have to plan on things to emerge on the right

and on the left of that which you may never have thought about before,”  said Clayton Christensen, a

professor at Harvard Business School.

Figure 1

What you notice is in Figure 1 is an (1) intended/deliberate strategy. There is also (2) �exibility in modifying it

based on available opportunities (“the path of least resistance” or the emergent strategy). There are also (2)

strategies that are discarded (saying “no”). All of these factors are needed in order for a strategy to be

“realized” (i.e. be successful). Who should be constantly thinking about all these factors? The CEO, of course.

But this becomes more di�cult as an organization gets bigger; this is when hiring someone to help the CEO

manage this thought process is necessary, or CEOs risk losing the script.

When the United States entered WWII, there was a massive uphill climb for the U.S. military, having to scale up

from 200,000 active duty personnel to more than 16 million soldiers, airman, sailors, and Marines by 1945. The

man responsible for this scale up, organization, coordination (often with congress), and collaboration was Gen.

George C. Marshall (VMI Class of 1901).

Marshall’s role was Army chief of sta� (CoS), but don’t let his title fool you — Marshall was the CSO for the

United States. Take a look at the table below, which compares what Marshall did in his role as Army chief of

sta� to the corporate version of a chief of sta� and also the CSO:

Corporate CSO⁵ General Marshall as Army CoS¹²³ Corporate CoS⁴

Act and advise, mini-CEO. Adviser of secretary of war and acted as a
mini-president during the war, coordinating
all Army strategy and execution.

Manage leaders’ time, act as gatekeeper,
prepare for and follow up on meetings,
manage “CEO o�ice.”

Engender commitment to clear strategic plans, drive decision
making that sustains organizational change, strategy
formulation and execution, look at time horizons.

Planning development and execution. Set strategic priorities, project manager for
strategic planning process (i.e. minimal input,
only managing the process).

Drive immediate change, preemptively take lead on strategic
questions.

Issue orders, ensure plans are harmoniously
executed.

Oversee large cross-functional,
organizational-wide projects and initiatives.

Exert influence. Worked with congress for appropriations and
bias.

Develop IT and HR smarts.

Sources:

1. This Is How George Marshall Built The U.S. Army To Win World War II | The National Interest

2. George C. Marshall - Wikipedia

3. Marshall Begins Duties as Acting Army Chief of Staff - George C. Marshall Foundation

4. What Is a Chief of Staff and When Do You Need One? | Bridgespan

5. The Chief Strategy Officer (hbr.org)

Clearly, Marshall could be classi�ed as more of a CSO than a CoS in a corporate sense. Yes, some portions of

the CoS role do overlap with both Marshall’s role and the CSO role, but Marshall was the person setting

strategy and his vision (CSO), not just managing the process (CoS). He exerted in�uence to the point of noting

that Congress “had begun to trust my judgement” during this scale up.

But in case you don’t believe me that there is still a need for a CSO (or a strategy team), don’t take my word for

it; just look at what one of the world’s premier health organizations, Mayo Clinic, is doing: Mayo Clinic has now

created a strategy department leadership team headed up by a newly hired CSO. The Strategy team will

consist of the following roles:

Director, strategic initiatives: Leads interdepartmental operations and leads and executes on strategic

initiatives;

Executive director, client services: Works e�ectively across department to ensure that functional

leaders and teams are abreast of important client needs;

Executive director, strategy intelligence: leads e�orts to drive major, strategic decision-making with

insights based on analysis of external environment;

Executive director, strategy planning: Leads the function of strategic planning across the enterprise;

Executive director, strategy development: Responsible for the formulation of corporate and business

unit strategies;

Executive director, enterprise portfolio management o�ce: Leads the portfolio/program/project

management and business analysis;

Executive director, consulting services: Integrates multiple disciplines to study and optimize

processes using a systems approach; and

Executive director, strategic value: Evaluate performance to make strategic recommendations to

leadership.

Reading through the descriptions, the message is clear what this team is all about: Identifying emergent

opportunities, focus of resources, cross-department coordination, providing answers to challenging questions

and using a systems approach. (Where have you heard that before?) In essence, this team, led by the CSO, will

attempt to do for Mayo Clinic in health care what Marshall did for the United States in WWII. But Mayo Clinic is a

large organization (more than 10,000 employees), and the U.S. Army numbered in the tens of millions by the

end of the war. What does the CSO role look like at smaller companies, such as an engineering �rm? I will

answer that question in my next column.

LaylaBird/E+ via Getty Images.

Christoph Lohr,  P.E., CPD, LEED AP BD+C , is the vice president of strategic initiatives at IAPMO. Al l  views and opinions expressed
in this article are his alone. Have some thoughts on this article? Contact Christoph at christoph. lohr@ iapmo.org.
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Contact Dave

Rubber: Meet road
Resolving hydronic heating comfort issues.

FROM THE MECHANICAL ROOM || By Dave Yates

Thanks to folks like you, I’ve been able to delve into many forensic examinations of mechanical mayhem and

then o�er solutions based on solid engineering guidelines. In many ways, my job as a mechanical contractor is

far easier than your demanding careers. Case in point: The underperforming radiant heating system in a high-

end residence near the Pentagon.   

The lawyers had gotten my name from a mechanical engineer. The owner, 95 and wheelchair-bound,

discovered her master bedroom and bathroom could not be heated above 55° F during colder weather. Naked

and wet in 55° air was no way to leave a customer without correcting the problem. The mechanical contractor

had been given the option to hire whomever was needed to correct the issues, and the owner stated she

would pay for the additional work — whatever was needed! As I spoke with her son, I asked where do

customers like his mom exist, as I have never once had a customer make me a similar o�er.

Over the decades, I too have made mistakes, but it was always going to come out of my hide to correct the

�ubs. Fortunately, because of folks like you who provided our industry with design software (or paper exercises

long before computers) that, when properly used, eliminated mistakes allowing me to avoid large �nancial

issues — for the most part.

Warmboard had been used for the radiant heating in the master suite, and their engineers always provide the

technical details regarding Btu/h outputs per square foot based upon a few basic guidelines: Average net

water temperature (supply minus return, divided in half); �oor surface covering R-value and where they

intersect on the graph, and you can clearly de�ne the output in Btu/h per square foot. Providing you have

performed a proper heat loss/gain calculation, it’s simple math in the end. God I hated math in high school and

college. I am dyslexic, so math was always a struggle. That said, math has been my true and loyal best friend in

the mechanical trades. I just need to double-check everything, but dyslexic math errors are always divisible by

9. My father, the accountant, taught me that while we were auditing a bank’s books. Much to his

disappointment, I suspect, none of his three sons chose to follow his footsteps into accounting.  

I needed to convince a jury why the geothermal system was not able to provide the comfort required. The

opposing lawyers failed to depose me in advance of my sworn testimony, but that really wouldn’t have made

much of a di�erence because while liars �gure, �gures don’t lie. The contractor’s own Manual-J calculations

didn’t di�er too much from my own, so I suggested we use his calculations and her lawyers agreed. The plain

fact of the matter was once you checked the Warmboard diagram and determined the Btuh output per square

foot and then compared that to the actual Btu/h per square foot per the Manual-J calculation, there was no way

the master suite could be adequately heated to a reasonable comfort level. My display, for the jury, was

Warmboard’s own chart with highlighted lines to illustrate where the Btu/h per square foot fell when the lines

intersected. Then it was a simple matter of showing the shortfall between Warmboard’s Btu/h and the

contractor’s own Manual-J calculations.

Many times, we have been able to resolve

comfort issues by employing what some would

call out-of-the-box thinking. I would tend to

disagree and say we simply used good sound

engineering principals based upon the work

previously done by others.

Reasonable comfort level

Speaking of which, communication is incredibly important. No one had ever asked the wheelchair-bound

owner what temperature she desired when naked and wet in her master bathroom! We cannot know if we

don’t ask, right? Many customers have surprised me over the decades with their responses to comfort

questions. If they want 68° on a 100° day, I need to have that information before I design their AC system.

Likewise, if our wheelchair-bound lady wants 80° when it’s 0° outdoors, that is essential information needed to

properly design her radiant heating system.  

The resolution to her discomfort issues was remarkably simple. In her master bedroom, there was a large wall

section of glass, which ordinarily would present a comfort issue as heat goes to cold — always — and a wall of

glass always presents a comfort-challenge. However, because of her disabilities, there was a large window seat

that presented an opportunity to provide a space for a radiant panel radiator. All that remained was choosing

one that would meet (or exceed) the shortfall in required Btu/h output.

I was reminded of my trips to the ISH trade show in Frankfurt, Germany, and widespread use of �at-panel

radiant radiators in our hotel rooms. Oversized deliberately, but governed by individual thermostatic radiator

valves. My good friend Dan Holohan managed to get me to make a fool of myself at the Viessmann Technical

College by posing a question about why TRVs (Thermostatic Radiator Valves) were required on all radiators. All

�at panel radiant radiators, I should add. The tour guide looked at me like I was, quite possibly, the biggest idiot

in the room! Ignorance aside, sizing a �at-panel radiant radiator is a basic matter of comparing Btu/h outputs

based upon average water temperatures and gpm of circulator �ow. Each manufacturer has charts to aid in this

selection. Add a TRV, and you can easily add �at panel radiators into an existing underperforming hydronic

radiant system. In this case, that meant interrupting the existing PEX lines to parallel circuit the �at panel

radiators.

So the master bedroom was resolved, but what about the master bathroom? There was lots of open wall space

available for adding radiant �at panel radiators, so the biggest issue was placement for optimum comfort since

radiant heating is directional — just like sitting around a camp�re.

Resolution

Many times, we have been able to resolve comfort issues by employing what some would call out-of-the-box

thinking. I would tend to disagree and say we simply used good sound engineering principals based upon the

work previously done by others.

Blending radiant �at-panel radiators into existing underperforming hydronic heating systems has been a staple

of our resolutions for imbalance and comfort issues for decades. These have been utilized as supplemental or

stand-alone comfort-heat-sources with tried and true results. From Church Narthex entry areas to converted

cold sliding-glass-doors porches where discomfort previously ruled the day to absolute radiant hydronic

comfort ruling the day, radiant panel radiators have saved the day on many occasions.  

This home had one more area of extreme discomfort: The sunroom. Two walls of almost solid glass and no

zoning in the existing HVAC system, so, naturally, the room was uncomfortably cold during the heating season.

No radiant heating system could have provided full-on comfort here, but fortunately, there was a nice 8-inch

base board wrapping the room. Enter high-output radiant �at-panel heat emitters, which were able to o�set the

exacerbated glass-panels heat losses. They easily blended in with the existing average water temperature to

eliminate this last hydronic heating comfort issue.

supergenijalac/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

You can reach industry icon Dave Yates at dyates@fwbehler.com.
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Is this summer the game changer?
Accepting the realness of climate change is the �rst step to

addressing it.

Contact Klaus

GUEST EDITORIAL  ||  By Klaus Reichardt

Many of us may not be aware of this because it has received so little attention in North America, but Turkey is

currently fighting some of the worst fires in decades. According to an August New York Times report: “Fires

blazed uncontrollably for the eighth day on Wednesday, aggravated by a record-breaking heatwave that follows

a prolonged drought. The nation has watched in horror images on television and social media, as thousands of

people have been forced to evacuate homes, coastal resorts, and whole villages, primarily in the south, and

herds of livestock have perished in fast-moving blazes.”

The Times article goes on to discuss how this summer has been a summer of “widespread extreme weather” —

from floods in Germany and Belgium to record-breaking heat waves, drought, and wildfires in Russia, Italy,

Greece, Canada, Brazil, and the United States.

As for the U.S., most of us are aware of the fires currently happening in Oregon and parts of California. As of this

writing, these fires are continuing — if not growing — due to extreme heat. Further, gusty winds are now flaming

the wildfires, further spreading them. Most observers say that California is now experiencing its largest wildfire

on record.

Does this sound familiar? Didn’t they have massive wildfires in California last year? And how about the summer

before?

The unfortunate reality is that since 2013, millions of acres of the state have been burned. The only difference is

that the past five years have been some of the worst, and, each year, the fires get larger.

The real question we should all start asking — especially those in the plumbing and mechanical industry — is if

this summer is the turning point. If this summer is the game-changer, when we all come to terms with the fact

that the climate is changing worldwide, and the sooner we accept this, the faster we can take steps to address it.

Please note, I am not focused on why climate change is happening. My focus is on accepting it as a reality. Our

activities are likely playing a role — possibly a significant one — in causing climate change. However, the

plumbing and mechanical industry will play a vital role in helping commercial facilities deal with the changing

climate, especially regarding energy and water consumption.

Here are some steps the plumbing and mechanical industries can take with regard to energy and water to help

their customers address this changing climate.

No small steps

All too often, building owners and managers take small steps to reduce consumption. This frequently happens

when it comes to water. A facility may install a few water-reducing fixtures in a few restrooms or take similar

small steps to reduce landscape irrigation. This is no longer enough. Just as many facilities, when transferring

from traditional lighting to LED lights, changed all light fixtures — the same push is needed now when it comes

to water. We must take big steps to reduce consumption now.

Think net zero

A developer in Malibu, California, is developing 70 houses that are net-zero as to energy consumption and will

be net-zero carbon homes. This means as the homes are built, there will be no on-site combustion; 100% of the

electricity will come from renewable sources; the most highly efficient mechanicals will be installed; and 100% of

the embodied carbon (emissions released during the construction process) will be offset using sustainable

material. There are already about 15,000 net-zero energy residences in the U.S. The next step, with residential

and commercial property, is to build and renovate facilities so that they are net-zero carbon.

Accept the fact that we must pay more

Historically, water in the U.S. has been undervalued. Water and sewer rates typically cover only a small portion of

what it costs to deliver, remove and treat water. The long-term impact of this is water infrastructure in this country

is falling apart. There are an estimated 230,000 water main breaks each year. These breaks invariably mean

millions of gallons of much-needed water is wasted. If utilities can charge more for water, they will have more

money to fix infrastructure.

Think efficiency

We no longer want to just conserve energy or conserve water. Instead, we need our facilities to become more

energy-efficient and water-efficient. This is long-term reduction in energy and water consumption.

This is where mechanical engineers can play such a crucial role. From facility HVAC systems to heating and

water distribution in a facility, steps can be taken that significantly reduce consumption.

Plumbing engineers can suggest various systems, technologies and alternatives to their clients to help reduce

water consumption, especially in kitchens and restrooms. For instance, in California and parts of the drought-

ridden southwest, the installation of no-water urinals is becoming commonplace.

Most importantly, we must accept the fact that our climate is changing. However, we must also accept that we

still have time to address it. Technologies are already available that can help us accomplish this. They just need

to be implemented.

Phiwath Jittamas/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Klaus Reichardt is CEO and founder of Waterless Co ., Vista, California. Reichardt founded the company in 1991 with the goal of
establishing a new market segment in the plumbing f ixture industry with water eff iciency in mind . Reichardt is a frequent writer and
presenter, discussing water conservation issues.  He can be reached at  klaus@waterless.com.
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JOHN LANSING

Plumbing
Engineer of

the Year:

2021

PAE Consulting Engineers’ John Lansing
has a passion for creating green

buildings.

By Nicole Krawcke

John Lansing stands on the roof of a project he worked on — 188 West St. James Condos in San Jose, California. Photo courtesy of  John Lansing.

Growing up in rural Virginia, John Lansing became

fascinated with buildings and understanding how

they worked after visiting New York City at age 10. It

was love at �rst sight. As a teenager, Lansing knew

he wanted to design buildings, but hadn't settled on

whether to focus on architecture or engineering.

After graduating with a degree in architectural

engineering technology and getting some working

experience, it became apparent there was a skill

shortage for people knowledgeable about designing

plumbing systems. He also felt it was one of the best

places to address the environmental impact of

buildings.

As a plumbing designer with Portland, Oregon-

based PAE Consulting Engineers, Lansing brings a

passion for sustainability to every project he works

on, along with a knack for developing lasting

relationships. Which is why he is PM Engineer’s 2021

Plumbing Engineer of the Year.

John Lansing moved across country from Virginia to Portland, Oregon, because he

was drawn to the pioneering work of green energy buildings in the Paci�c

Northwest as well as the natural environment of the region. Photo courtesy of John

Lansing.

Changing the world, one sustainable building at a time

Lansing started his career in the industry 10 years ago in Richmond, Virginia, but he was drawn to Portland

for a few reasons.

“Seeing the pioneering work of organizations like the Seattle-based International Living Future Institute and

the construction of the Bulitt Center made the Pacific Northwest stand out as being at the forefront of the

green building movement,” he says. “Being a part of this was a huge draw in moving to Portland, but the

access to nature, incredible farmers markets and the walkable city is what sealed the deal for me. I can walk

from my downtown apartment and be in the forest within just a few minutes, while also being within walking

distance to the office. There’s also some groundbreaking new building requirements going into effect along

the West Coast in general. One of the big ones that impacts plumbing is the prohibition of natural gas in new

buildings. For the most part, new construction in Seattle and a grwoing number of cities in California cannot

use natural gas.

“It’s something we really have to tackle in the plumbing industry because the lifecycle emissions and energy

associated with the product and consumption of natural gas make it an incredibly inefficient energy source,”

Lansing continues. “It's a carbon intesnvie fossil fuel that is responsible for nearly all direct emissions from

buildings and poses many risks to building occupants — it really has no place at a 21st century building.

There are highly efficient, zero emissions technologies available — like electric heat pump for water

heatering and space heating, as well as induction stovetops — and we're seeing these technologies start to

dominate the market along the West Coast. The transition off natural gas is a trend taking place globally as

well.”

Lansing notes whenever he goes into a new project, he makes a point to tell his clients about the impact of

natural gas, and that it’s not a necessary system to install.

“If you can eliminate the natural gas service to the building, that’s a huge cost savings,” Lansing explains. “As

people look at retrofitting gas wate rheaters with electric heat pump water heaters, I think it's an important

conversation to have. Clients are generally very interested in an all-electric building when given the option

because it really boosts the value of the project.”

Lansing explains that while the transition off natrual gas to all-electric buildings is somewhat limited to

certain areas of the country, as these green technologies (such as the heat pump) become more

commonplace, this transition will likely spread to other areas of the country as well.

“Heat pumps are an overall better technology than traditional gas-fired equipment from an energy and

carbon perspective, so as the price of the equipment comes down and newer and better products are hitting

the market, people are becoming very interested,” Lansing notes. “Everyone wants a green building in the

end, especially when the project can be brought within the client's budget. When that happens, they're all on

board. I haven't run across anyone that thasn't been interested in that.”

Lansing is looking forward to eventually getting back into the office as construction is finalized at PAE's new

office in downtown Portland's historic Old Town district, which aims to achieve net zero energy, water and

carbon with the help of a rooftop PV array, a vacuum waste composting water closet system and 71,000

gallon rainwater cistern treated to potable water standards onsite. The project is seeking Living Building

Challange certification, and will be the largest building certified in the world to date.

Centennial Place is an all-electric affordable housing apartment in Portland that was completed last year. John Lansing was able to advocate for systems that reduce water

consumption and water heating energy. Photo courtesy of Scott Edwards Architecture.

Lansing loves designing plumbing systems simply because every single project is unique and comes with its

own set of challenges.

“It’s all about solving the unique challenges — it’s finding ways to optimize the performance from an energy,

water and carbon perspective, and also from a cost perspective,” he says.

When it comes to new projects, engineers should really step back and look at the overall problem as

opposed to taking a prescriptive approach, Lansing notes.

“We shouldn’t be using a piece of equipment or design approach just because that is what we’ve always

done,” he says. “Really ask yourself, ‘Is there a better approach for this project?'”

Lansing prioritizes developing good relationships with his clients.

“It’s important to me to develop a good relationship with each person I meet because not only does it lead to

a better project, it’s just a lot more fun for everyone,” he says. “I’ve also learned so much from side

conversations I’ve had with architects on the phone. The same goes for contractors — I learn a lot about

what they’re working on and the different challenges they deal with. Every single project I work on, I come

out with friends in the end.”

One project Lansing is particularly proud of is an all-electric affordable housing apartment building in

Portland that he completed last year. Lansing was able to advocate to really press the edges on reducing

water consumption and water heating energy in the building.

“Centennial Place was a really great project — we used CO2 heat pump water heaters and a drain water heat

recovery unit to capture the waste heat from the sanitary drainage to reheat the water heaters,” he explains.

“It was also one of th efirst projects in the Northwest designed with IAPMO's new Water Demand Calculator,

which allowed for smaller diameter water piping, translating to lower heat loss in the domestic hot water

system.”

The thing Lansing is most proud of is a method he developed for calculating the flow for domestic hot water

circulation circuits in 2013. The Product Ratio Method was then published in ASPE's “Plumbing Engineering

Design Handbook, Volume 2.”

“I recently published an article talking about it in some more detail, and I think it’s important as we're talking

about optimizing the energy efficiency of domestic hot water circulation systems, and of course, Legionella

mitigation, which has been a somewhat neglected issue in practice.” Lansing says. “The Product Ration

Method allows the designer to calculate the flow rate at each balancing valve for the system, using unique

designations for each piping segment and the associated heat loss. These two sets of variables can be input

into a spreadsheet to automatically calculate the flow for all piping segments, allowing for the system to be

optimized to achieve better performance and reduce the diameter of the return piping, which translates to

reductions in heating energy. This method can be used for predicting the flow rates of a system using

thermostatic balancing valves or for finding what flow set-points to calibrate a system with manual balancing

valves.”

Building lasting relationships

Lansing goes out of his way to create lasting relationships not only with his clients, but his industry

colleagues as well. Christoph Lohr, P.E., CPD, LEED AP BD+C, ASSE 12080, vice president of strategic

initiatives for IAPMO, and PM Engineer columnist, met Lansing virtually after reading his ASPE whitepaper on

Legionella.

“John is an incredibly thoughtful and engaging engineer,” Lohr says. “His word is his bond, and as we've

worked on several committees together, when he commits to getting something done he makes sure to do

it. With John you always know that he is going to put in the time and energy, and thoroughly look for the best

possible answer. He has a great way of combing theory and practicum into making great solutions. He

doesn't just utilize rules of thumb, rather he looks for the underlying theoretical and mathematical reasons to

provide a fully engineered solution. If you have read any of his articles for ASPE, you will quickly realize this.

“I have thoroughly enjoyed getting to know and working with John over the last several years on a number

of initiatives and committees,” Lohr adds. “He's a wonderful addition to the plumbing engineering field.”

Rob Westphal, PE, CPD, LEED AP, is an associate with PAE’s Seattle office and works frequently with Lansing

 on projects.

“John is passionate about plumbing,” he says. “He is always looking to develop an excellent design that

applies current ideas. He takes ownership of projects, takes them to completion and listens to client

requests.”

Lansing met Andrew Flanagan PE, LEED AP, GPD, associate principal and senior plumbing engineer at

Interface Engineering at a monthly technical meeting, hosted by the Portland ASPE Chapter. At the time, they

worked for different companies, but later worked together at the same firm for three years collaborating on

various plumbing design projects, technical design standards and whitepapers.

“John always showed a desire to know the code and the underlying science very well,” Flanagan says. “I

enjoy that John will ask questions and discuss aspects of the original Hunter papers or nuanced aspects of

ASHRAE Guideline 12; it always gives me a reason to dig into the details and history further. Working with

John on plumbing design projects or plumbing standards, I became aware of just how much he’s interested

in the plumbing design profession. Most people in the field have plumbing design as a job or a career. For

John, it always felt like it was also his hobby. He read and discussed the original Hunters papers because

they are interesting. He seized the opportunity to study plumbing design and the underlying science in the

United Kingdom because he found the research fascinating.  That level of interest shows through when I

work with him. His level of interest and learning in plumbing design has been inspirational.”

In 2013, John Lansing developed a method for calculating the flow for domestic hot water circulation

circuits. The Product Ratio Method was then published in ASPE's “Plumbing Engineering Design

Handbook, Volume 2.” Photo courtesy of John Lansing.

Avishai Moscovich, P.Eng., LEED AP, CMO at reed, a hardware and software solution for commercial and

multifamily water management, notes he met Lansing when his name popped up in a LinkedIn search for

North American plumbing engineers.

“While the plumbing engineering industry is mostly traditional and slow to change and adapt to new

technologies, John is open to learning of new technologies and applications from the market,” Moscovich

says. “As a manufacturer looking for feedback from a design engineer, I found John to have a broad

perspective on the requirements of the market demand, the available technologies and the needs of his

clients. He also gave good insights into what he and his peers are expecting from a vendor. The insights and

advice were useful to me in understanding the market players. Working with John on a few projects, I always

see him trying his best to suggest new technologies to the clients and striving to provide the best service.”

Moscovich also points out that many engineers know their local codes very well, but Lansing has a vast

knowledge of national codes across nations and markets.

“He actually wrote a code comparison article last year, which illustrates the knowledge depth,” he adds. “Last

year, John gave me some great advice on processes and associations when I was looking to submit a

technical edit to the 2020 ASPE Plumbing Design Handbook, which attests to his role in the plumbing

engineering industry.”

Nhat Nguyen, a plumbing engineer with GTechCon, located in Hanoi, Vietnam, also met Lansing on LinkedIn

after posting the details of a plumbing system issue on an engineering group forum. Lansing was the very

first person to answer his question, which led to an in-depth discussion on plumbing. The two have kept in

touch on various engineering topics ever since.

“I appreciate John the most for his kindness and patience,” Nguyen says. “Anytime I have an engineering

problem in my work, the first person I seek for help is John, not only because he is an expert in our field, but

also that he is always happy to help. Despite my weak English capability, he explains patiently until I

understand.

“His characteristics make him different from many engineers I have known in my career,” he continues.

“Firstly, John is eager to learn. Living in the most advanced country in the world, but he still studies about

plumbing systems in other territories, including developing countries such as Vietnam. Secondly, he helps to

solve my engineering problems in a devoted way, unconditionally. Finally, although he is much more

professional and experienced than me by far, he still welcomes my opinions. Not long ago, John sent me an

article to read and asked for my opinion. I had some comments on this and he really appreciated them.”

Plumbing all over the world

As many of his colleagues mention above, Lansing has devoted a lot of time studying plumbing systems all

over the world. Early on in his career, he designed plumbign systems for U.S. Embassies and Consulates.

“Working on U.S. Embassy projects gave me the opportunity to work with unique climates and design

conditions, and also got me familiar with using the International System of Units,” Lansing says. “There's a lot

of emphasis on sustainability with U.S. Embassies, sometimes including targets like net zero water and net

zero energy.”

He has also always been drawn to the differences between plumbing design practices and how they vary

from country to country.

“I’m amazed by how much there is to learn from reading design guidance from other countries,” he says. “For

example, lower water pressure is common in many other countries, which saves a lot of energy. Some

countries, such as France and Vietnam, use separate drainage piping for grey water and soil water drainage.

I’ve also had a lot of great opportunities to develop relationships with plumbing engineers abroad.”

Lansing received a World Plumbing Council scholarship before the pandemic to travel to the United

Kingdom and study British plumbing engineering for three weeks.

“I got to meet a lot of really great people, and it was an incredible learning experience,” he says. “I

documented the main differences I found to be the most interesting between plumbing engineering inthe

U.S. and U.K. in a paper, which can be read on the World Plumbing Council website.”

Lansing also has a collection of plumbing engineering standards and guidelines from different countries

written in a number of different languages. At the moment, he is spending a lot of time studying plumbing in

China. And while he doesn’t speak Chinese, his translator app on his smartphone helps with the language

barrier.

“I can hold my phone over the book and it translates everything live on the screen,” he says. “We're seeing

water stress grow throughout the world, and climate projectsions indicate this trend to continue over the

coming decades. The U.S. is seeing significant impacts of water stress int he western half of the country, and

we're seeing more buildings designed to reduce and reuse water to compensate. Additionally,

decarbonizing buildings is an essential part of meeting climate obligations. These are the two largest

problems are industry has had to tackle in forever. So learning about how other countries approach the same

problems differently can offer some valuable solutions to new problems. For example, single stack vent

systems, also known as primary ventilated stack or Philadelphia stack, is commonly used in multistory

buildings in other countries in place of individual vent piping at each fixture or wet vent configurations.”

John Lansing checks out an early water closet designed by Josoph Bramah in 1778 at

the “Flushed With Pride” exhibit. Photo courtesy of John Lansing.

During his World Plumbing Council scholarship trip to England, John Lansing

visited the “Flushed With Pride” exhibit in Stoke-on-Trent, England. Photo courtesy

of John Lansing.

This configuration hasn't become widespread in the U.S.

“As a result, we use more vent piping for sanitary drainage systems than pretty much anywhere else in the

world without necessarilty offering better trap seal protection from transient airflow,” he says. “Part of this is a

result of the theory written into our plumbing codes being based on research from the 1940s and earlier. The

single stack system basically allows you to eliminate the vent piping from the fixtures without impacting

water seal protection, as long as the fixture drains are connected to a stack extending through the roof. After

making a few modifications to the single stack configuration featured int eh appendix of the UPC, I reached

out to the Portland ASPE Chapter to pull together some funds for Dr. Michael Gormley at Heriot-Watt

University in Edinburgh, who I met during my study in 2019, to investigate this further. He did some drainage

modeling for us, illustrating that this single stack configuration will maintain — and in some cases, exceed —

the performance of the code prescriptive conventional sanitary stack.”

Lansing worked with the ASPE Legislative Committee to further refine the modifications to submit to IAPMO’s

Uniform Plumbing Code Technical Committee for a proposal to the 2024 edition of the UPC.

Given his vast network of engineering contacts worldwide, Lansing stresses being involved with industry

associations — like ASPE — is fundamental for plumbing engineering professionals.

“Being involved with ASPE was instrumental to my development early on, and still is today,” he says. “Taking

a few moments to regularly read through the “Plumbing Engineering Design Handbooks,” and reading

journal articles like those in PM Engineer magazine comes with a big payoff when it comes to learning about

designing plumbing systems. It’s collective industry knowledge. And participating in the ASPE local chapters

is important, too, because you get to meet colleagues working in your city, solving similar problems. I think in

a technical profession, that’s one of the most important things to do — break the boundaries and engage

across social bubbles. Whether it's the technical community within your own company, city, state, country or

within the international community, engagement on all levels is really valuable for exposure to a wide range

of information.”

For now, Lansing will continue learning about international plumbing systems and playing his newly acquired

bass flute, which just so happens to look like a big pipe. He has this advice for aspiring plumbing engineers:

“Do it! This field never ceases to be interesting. Each year that goes by, we’re doing something different

because plumbing engineering encompasses a wide range of building systems. And there are so many new

methods and technologies that are really making an impact on decarbonization and addressing water stress

— it’s an exciting time to be in this field.”

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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Considerations for designing plumbing

systems in health care facilities

Legionella and scald prevention top
plumbing trends in health care settings.

By Nicole Krawcke

Polypropylene piping was recently used at Bozeman, Montana Health Hospital for the cooling system water, chilled water and condenser water, as well as some domestic

water. The installing contractor’s general superintendent, Tom Harmon of Williams Plumbing, explained: “With any piping system, careful system design and proper operation

are keys to help ensure successful outcomes and trouble-free performance for the end-user.”

Plumbing and HVAC systems inside health

care facilities tend to be much more complex

than your everyday run of the mill

commercial building. Hospitals and other

medical facilities have unique systems not

found elsewhere, including medical gas,

dialysis systems, emergency showers and

eyewashes as well as clean rooms, such as

laboratories and operating rooms. It tends to

reason that there are many considerations

engineers must think about when it comes

to designing plumbing systems in health

care applications.

“The most critical consideration in designing

plumbing systems in health care facilities is

patient and staff safety,” notes James

Paschal, P.E., LEED AP, chief technology

officer for Aquatherm. “The delivery of clean

and safe potable water is paramount, and

accounting for all the design elements

necessary to do that is crucial. Ensuring

clean and safe potable water includes using

materials that will not impart contaminants

into the water as well as a system design

that delivers water at safe temperatures and

essentially free of harmful bacteria.”  

Another critical consideration in the proper

design of plumbing systems in health care

facilities involves Legionella prevention,

according to Chip O’Neil, vice president of

research and development for Reliance

Worldwide Corp. (RWC).

As the industry gets a better understanding of how harmful bacteria such as Legionella can

proliferate in some areas of plumbing systems, it becomes increasingly clear that these systems

need to be properly designed, maintained and operated regardless of the piping material.

“Legionella is a potentially deadly human health hazard when it grows in poorly designed or poorly

maintained water systems, such as domestic water, industrial water and cooling towers,” he says. “Other

particularly important considerations include prevention of scalding and thermal shock, as well as cross-

connection control and prevention.”

Patient rooms and bathrooms must also be given careful consideration. Adrien Scherer, manager of

commercial health care sales for Oatey Co., suggests engineers take a systems approach when specifying

shower solutions.

“When it comes to shower systems, specifying a complete shower solution is the best way to ensure

efficiency and effective drainage,” he says. “For example, a system that includes an integrated drain, pre-

sloped shower pan and topical sheet or liquid waterproofing accessories. Additionally, when specifying

shower plumbing systems, keep the system functionality in mind. For example, it's important to find a shower

solution in health care applications that works for curbless showers, accommodating universal designs

following the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).”

Scherer notes customization and flexibility are equally important factors as well.

“When working with existing plumbing systems, you never know what you might run into on-site,” he says.

“Whether during a new build, renovation, threshold or a back-wall installation, contractors will encounter

various plumbing and fixture layout conditions. Therefore, I suggest specifying a solution that allows

contractors to adapt to unexpected plumbing rough-in configurations and different shower enclosure sizes.”

HoldRite copper brackets are installed in White Plains Hospital in White Plains, New York.

Plumbing trends

Zach Rohlfs, senior associate, plumbing and fire protection for Boston-based BR+A Consulting Engineers

notes that waterborne pathogens — especially Legionella — are a big deal in health care market.

“It all comes down to the fact we have lower flow rates now for fixtures,” he explains. “IAPMO is in the

process of updating fixture sizes because there’s been this big push for water use reduction. The biggest

problem with that is while water usage has been reduced, a change in pipe sizes hasn’t really been

considered — there’s been no real change in the size of plumbing pipes. These old flow rates were higher,

but now we have to content with lower flow rates going through the same size pipe. So the water is moving

slower through the pipe, and it’s longer to change it over. Bacteria needs time to grow and something to

grow in. So with that longer change over period, you’re giving bacteria somewhere to grow as well as time to

grow. And if you’re a person with a pool, you know chlorine dissipates over time. So the disinfectant goes

away.”

Rohlfs acknowledges modifications to the Hunter’s Curve have helped address this issue some, but it still

doesn’t account for everything.

Along with Legionella, scald prevention is the other most pressing trend in designing plumbing systems for

health care facilities, and the two challenges can be tightly intertwined, Paschal points out.

“One of the more conventional means of controlling Legionella is raising the operating temperatures of the

systems; but doing that can increase the risk of scalding patients or staff, and in some cases, can have

adverse effects on piping systems components,” he explains. “Also, for this method to succeed, the water

temperature needs to be raised throughout the entire system.

“Many facility operators also use chemical means of preventing the Legionella bacteria, such as hyper/super

chlorination, chlorine dioxide, monochloramines and copper-silver ion generation,” Paschal continues.

“These measures, as well as ultraviolet (UV) light, have differing levels of effectiveness as well as potential

side effects. While these measures may be used in a health care facility once a plumbing system is installed

and operating, plumbing system designers need to consider Legionella and scald-prevention measures at

the planning and design stage.”

A QuickDrain ProLine linear drain is used at major Cleveland hospital.

Paschal notes that proper design, maintenance and operation of the plumbing system is the best way to

prevent a Legionella outbreak: “There is no piping material that can prevent Legionella.”

O’Neil points to several trends in health care plumbing systems currently impacting the market, including:

centralized building automation systems; central thermostatic mixing control stations with Internet of Things

(IoT) capability and monitoring; thermal balancing of water systems; elimination of “dead legs,” which, if not

addressed properly, allow for stagnation within a facility’s piping systems; systems designed to be capable of

undergoing thermal disinfection regularly, easily and predictably; systems designed with the use of building

information modeling (BIM) techniques; and plumbing systems that are integrated with audio alarms tied to

centralized building automation systems.

“All of these trends are driven by the relentless demand for safe and high-quality health care that keeps up

with the latest technologies and capabilities as innovation marches on,” O’Neil says.

Overall, easier maintenance and overall style are the two trends influencing plumbing system design in

health care facilities, Scherer says.

“Installers are trying to shoot for a better aesthetic overall, avoiding the cookie-cutter specification of every

hospital bathroom or shower looking the same,” he explains. “Especially in health care applications, building

owners try to get away from the all-to-common institutional look and feel. ADA-compliant bathrooms and

showers don’t need to look institutional. We're seeing it a lot in senior living and assisted living. Architects

and engineers want the bathroom to look and feel like you're at home, not at a hospital, to accomplishing a

warmer feel instead of the usual institutional feel.”

ADA-compliant showers need not look

institutional because of drain options that

disappear into the wall, such as QuickDrain's

WallDrain.

Scherer notes these trends are driven by a health care

market that is trying to modernize, and has, of course,

been impacted by the current landscape around the

world.

“Speci�cally, in health care, the pandemic changed the

construction of these facilities,” he says. “There's a

demand for enhanced cleanliness and more e�ective

maintenance, so hospital management can turn over the

rooms faster and get them completely sanitized for the

next patient. Ease of maintenance within bathrooms for

hospitals is crucial. So, specifying antimicrobial and/or

self-cleaning materials is an important part of plumbing

system design in the health care space.”

Linear drains o�er lower maintenance when integrated

with larger format tiles, reducing the number of grout

joints and seams where mold, mildew and grime can

grow.

“Nobody in a hospital has the time to go in and clean

every individual grout line,” Scherer says. “If we can cut

down their number, it makes it a lot easier to maintain and

keep clean.”

Considerations for medical gas

NFPA 99: “Health Care Facilities Code” was first published in 1984. Since then, the document has evolved to

establish the minimum requirements within all health care facilities for performance, maintenance and

testing of electrical systems. Current issues such as climate change and the global pandemic dramatically

reinforce the importance of resiliency and reliability within all types of health care facilities. The latest

version of NFPA 99 addresses these latest issues, and a few others.

According to Brian O’Connor, P.E., engineer with National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), the major

changes to the 2021 edition of NFPA 99 include:

�. A new section on “Responsible Facility Authority,” which compiles and clearly states the

responsibilities and quali�cations of this newly created designation. A majority of the responsibilities

this person has have been requirements in NFPA 99 for some time, but this new section requires a

single point of responsibility to be created;

�. A new section on the development of a “Permit to Work System,” which requires a permit to be pulled

when any work is done on the health care facility. This ensures that there are no surprise interruptions

in service or changes that deviate from the code occur;

�. A new section and de�nitions related to using health care microgrids as a power source;

�. When clinical spaces are converted to nonclinical spaces (for example a doctor’s o�ce turning into a

waiting room), the medical gas/vacuum inlets/outlets that are not accessible for maintenance and

testing need to be removed or decommissioned;

�. The emergency oxygen supply connection now requires an alarm to be installed to monitor the supply

so you won’t be surprised when the temporary supply gets low; and

�. The de�nition “Home Care” has been altered to better clarify what is considered home care (and thus

not covered by NFPA 99).

“There are several purposes behind these changes, the first it is to keep improving upon the previous

editions of the code by finding deficiencies in it and correcting or improving those,” O’Connor says. “Second

is to keep up with changing technologies, such as health care microgrids. Third is to improve upon the

operational requirements, such as the development of the permit to work system and the advent of the

responsible facility authority. It is very important to use the most up to date codes and standards in order to

prevent the loss of life and property damage in health care facilities.”

Because WallDrain is built into the wall instead of the floor surface, it offers a totally concealed and sleek look, Oatey notes.

Considerations for a post-COVID-19 world

According to O’Connor, while the pandemic has changed many things, it has not changed the factors

engineers should consider when designing health care facilities.

“Preventing fires, preventing electrical shock, allowing for safe egress, avoiding inadvertent cross

connections of medical gas and vacuum systems as well as infection control are all among the top things an

engineer must consider when designing a health care facility,” he says.

Rohlfs notes the only real change he sees following the pandemic is a greater importance placed on medical

gas.

“During the pandemic, there were issues with oxygen and questions on whether facilities could handle extra

ventilators on the medical air side,” he says. “Additionally, I think people are handwashing more instead of

relying solely on hand sanitizer. Engineers should just make sure they are designing to reduce the risk of

waterborne pathogens the best they can, because the bacteria is there.”

Paschal notes that ensuring plumbing systems have as few dead legs as possible is crucial in the current

environment.

“Those dead legs, or areas where water is not circulating, can harbor Legionella, and may be a source for

other bacteria or viruses, such as COVID-19,” he says. “It is also worth noting that COVID-19 has not been

detected in properly disinfected potable water supplies. The systems — especially the hot water systems —

need to be designed so that water is circulating all the way up to the fixtures. As we, as an industry, get a

better understanding of how harmful bacteria such as Legionella can proliferate in some areas of the

plumbing systems, it becomes increasingly clear that these systems need to be properly designed,

maintained and operated.”

Dearborn Safety Series ADA Compliant Lavatory Tubular Covers are made from antimicrobial and UV-resistant material.

Scherer again stresses the systems-based approach, as well as taking into account the ability to adapt to

jobsite conditions and specifications, whether it be for a renovation or new construction. Additionally,

specifying materials that are aesthetically pleasing and easy to maintain are key.

“The healthcare industry is rapidly growing, making it vital to stay up-to-date on technology and products to

ensure top-quality care,” he says. “No two construction projects are the same. With that being said, the

demands and requirements of a health care project are even more unique. These projects entail innovative

solutions and an expert team to make sure the project is completed on time, within budget and built to

rigorous specifications.”

Engineers should relentlessly focus on specifying materials and systems that are easily maintained over

time, while avoiding those that are resistant to various disinfectant methods, O’Neil suggests.

“Health care facilities are a critical element of our society and will continue to become even more important

as we face pandemics and an ever-aging population,” he says. “With that in mind, it becomes increasingly

important that designers and engineers are mindful of specifying and insisting upon materials, systems and

equipment that provide resiliency over the long haul. This includes the use of equipment, materials and

methods that enable healthcare facilities to provide uninterrupted service, despite less-than-ideal situations,

such as overcrowding, over-use, extreme weather events and natural disasters.”

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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‘Oh the stories!’

Grinder
Pumps:

This important product technology continues to
evolve to meet the constantly changing needs of

facilities and those who operate them.

By Mike Miazga

Ashland’s Starkey says the biggest trend in the grinder world is for improved handling of various solids, while also grinding to a fine slurry. “Customers are dealing with an

ever-increasing variety of non-typical items in the waste stream,” she notes. Photo courtesy of Ashland Pump.

When the topic of grinder pumps is broached, the horror stories come out of the woodwork when it comes to

items that should not be �ushed down a toilet. Buckle up!

“We found multiple bedsheets tied together at the ends, as if someone was going to try to escape from the top

�oor of a castle,” Ashland Pump Products and Marketing Manager Kim Starkey explains. “It is di�cult to

imagine trying to �ush something like that down a toilet. There were no nearby castles, but there was an

industrial facility next to the lift station. The facility manager had no idea where the sheets could have come

from.”

Liberty Pumps Vice President of Sales and Marketing Randall Waldron chimes in with this gem related to a high

school football ritual.

“A high school football team in Ohio had the crazy tradition of �ushing their socks down the toilets in the locker

room after every game they won, always causing a big repair issue,” he says.

Wait, there’s more.

Efficiency is becoming more top-of-mind with grinder pumps in current times. “Recently,

many manufacturers have greatly improved the efficiency of their cutter designs, allowing

for smaller, lower-HP models to enter the market,” Liberty Pumps’ Waldron says. Photo

courtesy of Liberty Pumps.

“Oh, the stories!” Franklin Electric Product Manager Non-Clog and Grinder Pumps Kyle Johnson says. “One of

our customers reported an installation for our 2-HP IGP series grinder pump at an assisted living facility. They

were experiencing repeated clogs because hundreds of disposable adult underwear were being �ushed daily.”

Xylem Wastewater Product Manager Bo Gell says retail stores are breeding grounds for some of the best

clogged-toilet stories, “but some of the best stories I have heard are based on schools and prisons,” he says.

“The amount and variety of items �ushed is scary and sometimes quite dangerous — anything from needles to

knives to underwear to jackets. How some of the material gets �ushed is truly amazing.”

On a more serious note, with this type of craziness abundant in non-residential facilities throughout the

country, having the latest and greatest reliable grinder pump technology available to tackle the toughest of

clogs and backups is paramount — particularly coming out of the COVID-19 pandemic.

“The biggest trend in the grinder world is for improved handling of various solids, while also grinding to a �ne

slurry,” Ashland’s Starkey says. “Customers are dealing with an ever-increasing variety of non-typical items in

the waste stream. Everyone is familiar with the challenges of dealing with �brous cleaning pads and wipes, and

this continues to be prevalent, but the pandemic has introduced a new surge in disinfection wipes and masks

to the stream. A modern grinder pump needs to be able to handle this increased load without clogging or

jamming and without losing the ability to reduce the solids to a �ne slurry, which was one of the key original

bene�ts of grinder pumps. The pump needs to prepare the waste stream to move through the downstream

system easily.”

Franklin Electric’s Johnson says grinder pumps must be up to snuff when it comes to

tackling a new wave of items being flushed down toilets. “We are hearing of more

‘flushable’ wipes and fabric items causing clogs,” he says. “In situations like this, a

grinder pump literally has to be able to cut, pass and move it. It’s a tough job and one

increasingly more common as new restroom products are released.” Photo courtesy of

Franklin Electric.

Franklin Electric’s Johnson is seeing the same thing. “We are hearing of more ‘�ushable’ wipes and fabric

items causing clogs,” he says. “In situations like this, a grinder pump literally has to be able to cut, pass and

move it. It’s a tough job and one that is increasingly more common as new restroom products are released.”

And this from Zoeller Pump Marketing Manager BJ Hentrup. “Grinder pumps are being desired more than ever

to combat the increasing amount of PPE �nding its way into the waste stream,” Hentrup says. “This increase is

not expected to decline anytime soon. Not all grinder pumps are created equal, you get what you pay for. If you

elect to go a cheaper route and install a standard sewage ejector pump where a grinder pump would have

been a much better choice, there is where the issues occur.”

Zoeller Pump’s Hentrup notes today’s waste stream landscape looks nothing like it did a decade ago. “Grinder pump technology continues to

evolve to meet the increasing demand of the ever-changing waste stream to address the influx of material that 15 years ago was never a

problem or even existed.” Photo courtesy of Zoeller Pump.

Shifts in the marketplace

Liberty Pumps’ Waldron notes the grinder pump market is seeing a heightened focus on efficiency. “Traditionally,

grinder pumps have required larger horsepower and torque to provide adequate grinding capability,” he explains.

“This was especially true in the early years when grinders were first being developed — a 2-HP pump being the

most common in the market. Recently, many manufacturers have greatly improved the efficiency of their cutter

designs, allowing for smaller, lower-HP models to enter the market.”

Xylem’s Gell says one of the largest shifts occurring right now is based on the movement of the population to more

rural settings. “This requires that many homes are upgraded or built to current standards, and that includes potable

water and wastewater,” he says. “A decentralized system requires more design than just connecting to the

municipal infrastructure. This is where the engineers are very important to make sure the water and wastewater

systems are appropriate for the location, which may include a variety of environmental conditions.”

Make no mistake about it, the experts say, grinder pump technology has enjoyed significant growth in recent

times.

“Demand is growing at significant double-digit rates for grinder pumps, specifically,” Franklin Electric’s Johnson

says. “We would expect to see this growth continue with the new infrastructure bill. As communities with aging

septic systems or population growth have the opportunity to upgrade and replace, we would anticipate the call for

lower-pressure sewer systems including grinder pumps to continue increasing.”

Zoeller’s Hentrup adds: “Grinder pump technology continues to evolve to meet the increasing demand of the ever-

changing waste stream to address the influx of material that 15 years ago was never a problem or even existed.”

What the future holds

Xylem’s Gell says while the nature of water has not changed, many of the older pump technologies used in the

past have been updated through time. “This may include small impeller features or some of materials that are

used,” he says. “There will be small advancements, but the game-changer will be the digitalization of the

standard pumps. This will allow the pumps to be able to report on the condition of the pump, perhaps the

materials being pumped and much other useful data as the pumps need to be more hydraulically e�cient, but

energy e�ciency is on the minds of the pumping world.”

Ashland’s Sharkey says cutting systems will continue to be re�ned to accommodate the changing waste

stream.

“Advanced material science will allow for cutters to remain sharp while operating in abrasive environments,”

she says. “Eventually, premium e�ciency motors will probably be required for grinder pumps, which could

create challenges with maintaining the high torque required when attempting to start a grinder while a solid

waste item is within the cutting mechanism.”

Zoeller’s Hentrup tells the story of a newly opened, high-end restaurant that installed a sewage ejector in the

basement where the restrooms were located.

“The local factory representative for the pumps advised the owner this type of system would be a problem

since not only the employees, but the public would use these facilities,” Hentrup explains. “Within 60 days, the

rep called in to retro�t the system to a grinder pump system due to the in�ux of non-sewage-related product

that clogged the ejectors nearly every other day at a tremendous expense to the owner—diapers, underwear,

condoms, etc., things you typically would not associate with a restaurant’s waste stream. Once the grinders

were installed, the problems went away immediately.”

So when asked about the future of grinder pumps, Hentrup is brief and to the point:

“The need for grinder pumps will never cease.”

Mike Miazga  is BNP Media's Plumbing Group editorial  consultant . You can reach him at miazgam@bnpmedia .com.
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Flood protection and testing

New technologies in
back�ow prevention —  

Back�ow preventers make their way
into the connected world.

By Cameron Rapoport

For testers, backflow test management software now helps to automate redundant data entry such as tester ID and credentials, test kit calibration, etc. They can even help keep

track of previous tests, auto fill forms, and help the tester reach out to previous customers when they know their next backflow test must be completed.

When it comes to emerging technologies — both hardware, and digital technologies — it’s likely that back�ow

isn’t the �rst thing to come to your mind. As plumbing professionals, we like to get things done right the �rst

time. Plumbers (and back�ow testers, for that matter) tend to wait until technologies have been proven before

installing them.

In recent years, we’ve all seen how new technologies have dominated media coverage. Boilers are more

e�cient, appliances have sexy digital displays, and smart sprinkler systems can be controlled by smartphone

apps. Commercial plumbing and back�ow has been due for a leap forward.

With back�ow devices, the fundamentals have remained largely unchanged for decades — though today they

are shorter, lighter, more reliable, and easier to service. So what’s next?

Backflow devices have remained largely unchanged for decades — though today, they are shorter, lighter, more reliable and easier to service.

Perfect storm

RPZ type backflow preventers integrate a differential pressure relief valve that senses pressure imbalance

across the first check and opens if that differential falls below a set point. This integrated safety feature

ensures that potentially contaminated water is discharged into a drain or sump rather than be allowed to flow

back into clean water sources.

The relief valve also serves as a tattle-tale, as a fouled first check will cause the relief valve to discharge.

While this provides visual indication of failure — an important feature for a safety device — the valves are

often in areas where discharge won’t be noticed, a challenge that could lead to property damage. A related

problem could be insufficient drain size or, worse, no accommodation for drainage at all.

This “perfect storm” of challenges has led to the first major digital technology backflow preventers have

brought to market — flood detection and protection devices.

These devices sense relief valve discharge, which activates an alert to users, allowing them time to address

the condition before it worsens or causes damage. Given that relief valve discharge from a 3-inch RPZ

backflow preventer can reach up to 500 gpm, it’s easy to imagine the need for these protective measures.

The average commercial flood claim is $75,000, but can easily reach over a million dollars, especially when

the discharge occurs at night or on the weekend when it may be left unaddressed for hours, or days.

RPZ type back�ow preventers integrate a di�erential pressure relief valve that senses pressure imbalance across the �rst check and opens if that di�erential falls below a setpoint.

This integrated safety feature ensures that potentially contaminated water is discharged into a drain or sump rather than be allowed to �ow back into clean water sources.  

Flooded with risk

With the risk of �ooding, why install back�ow preventers in the �rst place? Is the risk real?  Should the

possibility of contamination be taken seriously?

Consider this legal case from the Midwestern United States: A coroner’s jury ruled that the accidental

contamination of dialysis machines at a large medical center was a “signi�cant condition” in the death of two

patients. Glycol had entered the system through an air conditioning make-up water valve that was left open.

With the valve partially open, the water-glycol mixture in the air conditioning system was allowed to back�ow

into the medical center’s water system when the pressure lowered due to normal usage (i.e. toilets �ushing,

faucets opening, etc.). From there, the glycol made its way into the dialysis machines, and eventually the

patient’s blood.

The deaths of these two patients could have potentially been avoided had the proper back�ow preventer, such

as an RPZ type, was used on the cross connection between the drinking water system and the air conditioning

system. In this case, back�ow prevention could have made the di�erence between life and death.

A hospital’s rooftop air conditioning system make-up water, with glycol, contaminated the facility’s domestic water and kidney dialysis

systems, causing deaths.  

In another example, a pesticide used for termite control was found in a New Jersey municipal water supply. A

water main break had caused a negative pressure in the distribution piping, siphoning water through

unprotected cross connections. One such cross connection was at a pesticide manufacturer. Because they

weren’t protected by the appropriate back�ow preventer, dangerous chemicals �owed into the water main in

the two hours it took to repair the break.

As a result, 63 homes were without water for days while the lines were �ushed and super-chlorinated. They

were unable to cook, bathe or wash clothes. The municipality had to keep a tank truck parked in the

neighborhood to provide clean drinking water, and residents were allowed to shower at local public schools.

A water main break and the lack of a backflow preventer allowed pesticide to siphon from a manufacturing facility into a residential

neighborhood’s domestic water supply.

As we all know, by design, water is expected to �ow in one direction within piping systems – from the

water supply to the point of delivery.  Yet, danger lurks when pressure in the piping system exceeds that of

the water supply.  Any time pressure in the system drops, even momentarily, the system is subject to

back�ow, back-pressure or back-siphonage – opening the door to sources of contamination.  This can

happen all too easily when a water main is shut o�, a water main is broken, or water demand surges in a

speci�c area.

Ultimately, it’s rigorous back�ow prevention and competent, thorough testing that guards against the

possibility of cross-contamination.  System designers and testers of these complex piping systems know

the importance of eliminating potential cross-connections.  

But this goal has its challenges.  Especially when we consider the vastly more complicated connections to

water at user sites such as medical and diagnostic centers, research facilities, exterior �re sprinkler

systems with glycol antifreeze, and recycled water carwashes, just to name a few.  

AVOID THE DANGER WITHIN

New technology to the rescue

The flood alerts available to the customer vary by provider, but can include text, email and a phone call. The

connection is also important. Commercial building operators are reluctant to allow a device not controlled by their

IT department access to their Wi-Fi networks. So, even if a product requiring Wi-Fi access is installed, it’s unlikely to

be connected and registered. Devices that operate through a cellular connection, however, may be greatly more

appealing to building owners and operators, even if there is a nominal fee for the service.

The form of these devices also differs between manufacturers. Some are built into the backflow preventer itself,

others are built into the drain line.

These devices can communicate with an automatic shutoff valve. This is a form of Automatic Control Valve (ACV)

that uses a diaphragm and a small solenoid to shut a valve. The advantage of using such a valve, as compared to

something like an actuated gate valve, is that you don’t need an expensive actuator that might require a 240V

power supply. By using a diaphragm, these valves need only a small solenoid in order to shut down even very

large valves.

Automatic shutoff isn’t needed for every application. Hotels and hospitals, for instance, typically won’t want the

main water supply shut off automatically, even if it is to prevent a potential flood. However, other businesses or

applications may greatly benefit from automatic shutoff. One example is a backflow supplying a chiller on the roof.

It will likely be in a mechanical room on a high floor, the perfect scenario for substantial water damage.

PM Engineer Columnist Dave Yates, a certified backflow tester, tests a Watts RPZ BFP check valve’s differential pressures serving a loading dock’s sprinkler system.

Back�ow testing comes of age

Flood detection and protection is the �rst real foray of back�ow preventer manufacturers into making their

valves smarter and connected to the internet, but what about testers?

Even back�ow testing has entered a new, innovative dimension. While testing has largely been performed the

same way for decades, the recording and submission of test results have evolved substantially.

Back�ow testing used to be an arduous exercise with lots of paperwork. Testers could spend 20% of their time

dealing with test reports and submittals — making sure they were �lled out with all the necessary information,

dealing with di�erent test forms for each municipality, and submitting it through any combination of mail, fax

and email. These challenges are wasteful and costly.

For testers, back�ow test management software now helps automate redundant data entry such as tester ID

and credentials, test kit calibration, etc. They can even help keep track of previous tests, auto �ll forms and

help the tester reach out to previous customers when they know their next back�ow test must be completed.

Many testers are independent or part of a small company, so this can be a huge step forward in productivity.

Some systems can even submit test results automatically.

Test management software can also help simplify the test itself. Back�ow test forms can be confusing because

they squeeze all the required tests onto a single sheet. RPZ, DC, DCDA, RPDA and PVB tests all have to

compete for space, along with other required information for the tester and valve. To add to that challenge,

many municipalities have a di�erent variations of the form. Test management software can eliminate all the

wasted space so all you see on a phone or tablet are the �elds that need attention.

Though the back�ow prevention industry has been slow to adopt digital technology, products are coming to

market that provide real value. Manufacturers and other companies in the space will continue to innovate to

help make our water safer and cleaner.

Cameron Rapoport is a backflow product special ist with Watts. He works to support Watts’ backflow prevention program —
providing customer assistance and training , analyzing product data and trends and supporting new product development . He can
be reached at Cameron.Rapoport@wattswater.com.
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PRODUCT
FOCUS

B RA D L E Y

CO R P.

P IF S T E R P L UM B E R E X

N IA G A RA  CO R P.

Commercial bathroom faucet Under-lav covers

Commercial toilets Faucet and eyewash

Commercial Plumbing Products

S T E R IL-A IR E

HEPA air �ltration system

F RA N KL IN

E L E CT R IC

Pressure-boosting system
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NEW
PRODUCTS

Water detection sensorPressure-assist systems

S E N S A P H O N

E

Hydraulic separator

S P IR OT H E R M

Fire suppression leak detection

W IN T  WAT E R

IN T E L L IG E N CE

F L US H M AT E

Back�ow preventer valvesECM circulators

WAT T STA CO  CO M F O RT  S O L UT IO N S
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Directory Sponsors

Below are the premium listings from our B.I.G Book and Rep Locator

directories. For the complete list of companies and products, please visit

www.plumbingbigbook.com and www.locatearep.com.

B.I.G. Book

Rep Locator
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